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Bomb cancels
Gore's speech

God bless the next
guy. I hope they
give him a chance. 1 Town meeting
Mike Mahoney
page 12A

99

stacked in
Bush's favor

66
We think that the
right message is
being sent now.
Ronnie Earle
page 3A

ECONOMY
WASHINGTON — Orders to
U.S. factories for long-lasting
durable goods fell in September for the third consecutive
month, but Americans' personal income rebounded from the
effects of Hurricane Andrew,
the government said today.
Page 3A

SPORTS
The Murray High Tigers are
the only local soccer team left
with championship hopes after
Tuesday night's tournament
action. Page 12A

FORECAST
Mostly clear. Low 40 to 45.
Light wind. Thursday, becoming mostly cloudy. Cooler with
the high near 60.

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) —
President Bush rarely misses a
chance to bash the news media
— too liberal, unfair, antiRepublican — but lately he's
found a format for fielding
questions that suits him just
fine.
It's what he calls an "Ask
George Bush" session. It has
all the outward appearances of a
casual town meeting, with the
commander-in-chief perched on
a stool, microphone in hand,
surrounded by local folks armed
with unrehearsed questions.
From Bush's perspective it's
an improvement on news conferences, which he has abandoned entirely since early
August.
It's kinder and gentler. No
curveballs. No fastballs.
These questioners aren't
plucked randomly off the street.
Often they are diehard Bush
supporters. They don't hide the
fact; their clothes are plastered
with Bush stickers.
"Mr. President, when reelected," began one questioner
Tuesday who wanted to know
what Bush would do to complete talks on liberalizing global
trade rules.
"I like that positive premise," Bush responded, then
went on to my he's sure he can
get the trade agreement
finished.
"The success of your second
term," began the next questioner at Tuesday morning's "Ask
George Bush" session in a Des
II TURN TO PAGE 2
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introduced President George Bush, center, and actor
U.S. Senate candidate David Williams, right,
e.
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RESIGNED? OR FIRED?
LAKE LEVELS

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

If everything goes as planned,
Kyle-Oakley Field will see a
number of improvements in the
near future.
The renovations, which include
the possibility of adding a computerized weather reporting system and runway improvements as
well as removing underground
fuel storage tanks, were discussed
at a regular meeting of the
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board Tuesday night.
Johnny Parker, manager of
Kyle-Oakley Field, said the state
is initiating a program to establish AW0Ses(Automatic Weather
Observation Systems) at smaller
airports across the state to provide more efficient weather
reporting.
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
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TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.
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Mike Mahoney makes a point during Tuesday's press conference at Murray State University.
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Airport board discusses improvements
By CYRUS AFZALI

KENTUCKY LAKE
355.0, -0.2; below 302.6, -0.4
BARKLEY LAKE
355.0, -0.2; below 305.1, -1.9

on Clinton and his vice presidential running mate Al Gore, but no
mention of dark horse Ross Perot.
Early speculation about Bush's
speech centered on a possible
announcement about Paducah's
effort to attract the new AVLIS
uranium enrichment technology.
Instead the President hit hard
on Clinton and Gore's portrayal

FORT COLLINS, Colo.
(AP) — A speech by Al Gore
at a high school was canceled
after a crude bomb was found
in the gymnasium.
The explosive was discovered Tuesay under wooden
bleachers at Rocky Mountain
High School in the afternoon,
several hours before the
Democratic vice-presidential
candidate was to speak, Secret
Service spokesman Cart Meyer
said.
Ordnance teams from the
Secret Service and the military
were called in to dismantle it.
The bomb, containing black
powder, was a "very crude,
elementary type of device
incapable of causing structural
damage but could have caused
injury to people in the vicinity," Meyer said. However, he
said Gore would not have
passed by the bomb and probably would not have been hurt
had it gone off.
Principal Karen Dickson
said a bomb threat had been
telephoned to the school, but
Meyer said the Secret Service
was never made aware of any
threat.
"There were no threats. No
one claimed responsibility, and
we have no suspects," Meyer
said.
When Gore arrived at the
airport here on Tuesday evening, he made light of the incident, saying he had planned to
give a "dynamite" speech and
"blow the roof off" the gym.
Fort Collins is about 70 miles
north of Denver.
Students described the bomb
as two cylindrical objects
taped together, with a clock
attached and wires protruding.
"It was right under the bleachers. It was easy to see, but it
didn't look like much to me,"
Heather Kopp said.

"It's a computerized system
that measures visibility, cloud
height, temperature, dew point,
wind velocity and direction.
They're (the state) putting in 17
and we're number eight (in priority on the list). It uses a computerized voice that's transmitted
over a VHF frequency. When a
pilot is about 10 miles (from the
airport), he turns it on and it tells
him all that information and he's
better prepared," Parker said.
He said a phone line will also
be installed which would allow
pilots to call Murray's airport
before taking off from another
location to check the weather
here.
Because the information is
gathered by a computer and is not
a recording, it is constantly
updated, which gives pilots the
most up-to-date weather informa-

tion possible.
Airport officials also hope to
obtain a localizer, a device that
allows an instrument approach in
cases of bad weather, by August.
The device will be installed by
the Federal Aviation Administration, which is in the process of
locating the land on which to
place the device.
After installing the localizer,
the FAA would also maintain it
for two years, at a cost of approximately $2,400 a year, before that
cost becomes the airport's
responsibility.
The airport is in the process of
completing a master plan which
would include expansion plans
for the future.
"Every five years, federal and
state authorities ask us to do a
II TURN TO PAGE 2

'Doomsday' doesn't happen
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — "Rapture is coming," believers screamed through loudspeakers
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The Mission for the Coming Days, the largest of
the doomsday churches, claims 10,000 members.
Police estimate the total number of doomsday
believers at 20,000.
All but believers were barred from the churches
today, and it was unclear how many were inside the
five-story red brick headquarters.
A closed circuit television outside showed parNI TURN TO PAGE 2

Trick or treat hours announced
Mayor Bill Cherry has
announced the official Halloween
trick or treat hours in Murray.
which are 5 to 7 p.m. Saturday
night.
Murray Police Chief Larry
Ekins has stated that the police
department will have 10 to 15
officers on duty Halloween night
to reduce mischief and vandalism
as well as perform regular duties.
In addition, Elkins advises that
anyone apprehended while
damaging or destroying property
will be charged with criminal

mischief. If found guilty, violators could, depending on the
amount of damage, face anywhere from a $25 fine to five
years in the penitentiary.
Any act that brings about an
injury to another will result in
assault charges against the
perpetrator.
Anyone who causes a public
inconvenience or annoyance may
be charged with disorderly conduct, Elkins said.
The mayor's office offers the
following safety tips:

•1. Parents should accompany
children and stay close to them.
•2. Stay within your neighborhood and only visit homes you
know.
•3. Watch for traffic.
.4. Wear light-colored clothing
short enough to prevent tripping.
•5. Make sure your children can
see well through a face mask.
•6. Carry a flashlight.
.7. Only accept wrapped or packaged candy.
08. Parents should examine candy
before allowing children to eat it.

•
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•Bush seems himselfin a horse race...
FROM PAGE 1
of the state of the nation's
economy.
Bush said employment is up,
inflation down and the country
has experienced economic growth
for the last six quarters.
"This morning I read reports
that said the United States economy led Europe and Japan and
had experienced a 2.7 percent
growth," he said.
Bush also attacked Clinton's
claim that he wants "to do for the
country what he did for
Arkansas."
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He ran down a list of figures
which he said showed Arkansas
near the bottom in the country in
a variety of areas such as being
46th in teacher's salaries and
50th in the percentage of people
holding college degrees.
"This year, jobs did go up in
Arkansas, but that's because
Clinton has been out of the state
85 percent of the time," Bush
said.
Bush said Clinton is for new
taxes and new spending which
translates into "trickle down
government. 1

Taking his wallet out of his
pocket and waving it in the air,
Bush said that is exactly where
taxpayers are going to be hit by
Clinton.
Referring to his favorite campaign bumper sticker which says,
"Annoy the Media — Re-elect
Bush," he attacked the national
media for negative coverage.
"You need to ignore the media
and re-elect Bush. You need to
take it out on the talking heads in
the national press," he said.
Two of the more recognizable
"talking heads" at Tuesday's rally

included Ed Bradley of "60
Minutes" and Ann Compton of
ABC News.
Concerning Clinton's plan to
"cut muscle" from the defense
budget, Bush said such cuts
would throw millions out of
work, as well as having an
adverse effect on nearby Ft.
Campbell.
"The Soviets may be dead but
the wolves are out there, and we
have to keep our eyes open,"
Bush said.
On Clinton's activities during
the Vietnam War, Bush said the

issue isn't about the choice Clinton made about serving in the
war but that he tries to have it
both ways.
"While his peers were dying in
Vietnam, he was going to England to organize demonstrations
against the United States," he
said.
After the rally, Bush also participated in a 30-minute "town
meeting" telecast live from
WPSD-TV in Paducah, with
satellite links to WAVE-TV in
Louisville and WLEX-TV in
Lexington.
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III Town meeting stacked in Bush'sfavor...
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FROM PAGE 1
Moines convention hall bedecked
with Bush-Quayle banners.
Chants of "Four More Years"
rang out through the hall and the
decor included a sign reading,
"Is This Heaven? No, It's
George Bush Country."
"Thank you for making
America proud," began another.
It's hard not to think the deck
is sucked in Bush's favor when
he calls one questioner by his
first name, as he did Herb Plam-
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the president said. "You'll see
the seams on it when it comes
over the plate." Easy to hit home
runs.
In a campaign setting, this sort
of event is designed not only to
make the candidate appear close
to the people, but also to make it
appear that Bush's main campaign themes — including attacks
on Clinton — fit neatly with
what's on folks' minds.
Bush has been doing "Ask

4

FROM PAGE 1
master plan (containing projections) for the next 10 years," said
board Chairman Jim Fain.
One of the main renosation
projects the airport is examining
is lengthening one runway 1,000
feet to a total of 6,000 feet. Fain
is would also necessitate
runway from the
widen'
current 75 feet to 100 feet.

QD We are proud to use

recycled newsprint.

He said the plan is 90 percent
complete. The main item remaining is reaching an agreement on
the the runway extension with the
state.
Fain said the installation of
four new above-ground fuel tanks
has been completed at a cost of
549,457.69, or approximately
511,000 less than anticipated.
The only work remaining is to

erect a fence around the new
tanks which will be done as soon
as the old tanks are removed.
Because the airport is part of a
corsortium with the state,
$10,000 is the maximum that the
tank removal will cost.
Parker said Liquid Waste Disposal of Calvert City has been
contracted to remove the tank
sludge.

Local News Roundup
MAN SUFFERS FATAL HEART ATTACK WHILE DRIVING

A Benton man suffered a fatal heart attack at 4:14 p.m. Tuesday while driving on the Jackson Purchase Parkway one mile north of Benton. According
to the Kentucky State Police, Frank Farmer, 86, was northbound on the
parkway when he was strickened and lost control of his vehicle. He crossed
the median and struck curbing on a bridge before his vehicle came to rest.
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George Bush" sessions for years,
but as Election Day nears he is
making it a daily staple on the
campaign trail. In fact on Tuesday he did two of them — one in
Des Moines and another in Paducah, Ky.
On Sunday in Billings, Mont.,
Bush took the microphone in
Pioneer Park surrounded by several hundred avid supporters who
asked 16 friendly questions,
including this one from a young
boy:

"I wasn't born when Carter
was around and I heard about the
high taxes and the bad economy.
Would that happen if Clinton was
elected?"
Bush grinned widely and
launched into his standard pitch
that a Democrat in the White
House would mean high interest
rates, "grain embargoes" and
malaise.
"Thanks for the question," the
president chirped.

Proposed amendments to Kentucky Constitution

•Airport board...

tM

nem

back, a prominent Iowa farmer
and longtime Bush supporter who
rose to ask a question in Des
Moines.
Even Bush could not hide his
amusement when a little girl
stood to ask the president if he
knew what Bill Clinton was
referring to when he claims Arkansas is ranked No.1 in the nation
in various measures of economic
success.
No fastball questions thrown
here, Bush realized. "Slowball,"

guitar played hymns. "Jesus is
coming," they screamed.
One woman threw a black
purse from a fifth-story window
containing what looked like
housekeys.
"Set you in heaven," said a
mother with baby on her back,
one of 1,500 parishioners outside.
A police searchlight scanned
the darkness, and 200 riot police
stood a block away, ready to

CLARIFICATION
On Monday, a letter from
David Owen was printed in
which he mentioned that Murray
would be sponsoring American
Legion baseball next summer.
After deadline, we received
another letter from Owen saying
that Murray's Youth Baseball
Association could not reach an
agreement with American Legion
Post #73 to sponsor American
Legion baseball next summer.

Subscribe! J

to come true.
Thousands more riot police
have been deployed at some 200
other doomsday churches in
Seoul and elsewhere. Police said
fire engines, ambulances and
rescue vehicles also were
deployed.
The church's 46-year-old
founder, Lee Jan-rim, has warned
followers to restrain themselves
in case today is not the end. He is
in jail on charges of swindling
followers of up to $A million.
Prosecutors said Lee had
$380,000 worth of bonds that
mature as late as next May. They
said that proved he did not expect
the world to end.
Hundreds and possibly thousands of Korean believers have
sold property, abandoned their
families, quit schools and jobs
and deserted military posts. Some
had abortions. At least four committed suicide.
Dozens of believers in rural
mountains were shown on television today burning clothes and
tearing down makeshift tents to
rid themselves of earthly possessions and await their ascent to
heaven.

VOTE YES NOVEMBER 3

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Here is a look at what the proposed
amendments to the Kentucky Constitution would do:
Amendment I
*Remove the constitutional prohibition on gaming and let the General Assembly enact laws to let charitable organizations conduct
such games.
Amendment 2
*Allow statewide officers elected in 1995 and thereafter to seek reelection to a second term.
*Require slating of candidates for governor and lieutenant governor
starting in 1995. Thus, a single vote would be cast for both candidates in the regular election.
.Remove the lieutenant governor as presiding officer of the state
Senate.
*Permit the governor to retain authority when out of state and
establish a procedure for determining disability of a governor and
assumption of power by the lieutenant governor.
*Provide for automatic succession of the lieutenant governor if
there is a vacancy in the office of governor. (Currently, a new election for governor is required if there is a vacancy in that office
within the first two years of the term.)
*Provide for a line of succession as governor, with the lieutenant
governor, attorney general and then auditor of public accounts in
the line.
*Abolish the office of superintendent of public instruction.
'Permit the General Assembly to require approval by the state
Senate for some gubernatorial appointments.
*Eliminate elections one year of every four by extending the terms
of some local officers at the next election. The longer terms would
be a one-time occurrence in order to move all elections except
those for statewide office to even-numbered years.
Amendment 3
*Eliminate the elected offices of secretary of state, treasurer and
commissioner of agriculture. Beginning in 1995, those positions
would be filled by gubernatorial appointment with the consent of
the state Senate.
*Permit the General Assembly to require approval by the state
Senate for some gubernatorial appointments.
*Abolish the office of superintendent of public instruction and the
Railroad Commission.

Bill Cosby 'serious'
about buying NBC
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Bill
Cosby is considering buying
NBC.
"It's for real. It is serious. It's
not a rumor," his spokesman,
David Brokaw, said Tuesday.
"He's obviously got some
ideas about quality TV," Brokaw
said. Cosby has criticized the
portrayal of blacks on television.
The 55-year-old actor comedian is worth more than
$300 million, by Forbes magazine's estimate. Asking price for
NBC is expected to be around $.4
billion, said New York Newsday,
which reported today that Cosby
was seeking other investors to
join him.
NBC spokeswoman Betty Hudson had no comment.

The network, owned by General Electric Co. since 1986, has
fallen to third place in the primetime ratings and for months has
been rumored to be up for sale.
Among others who have reportedly expressed interest in the
network are former Fox Inc.
chairman Barry Diller and Paramount Studios, headed by former
NBC entertainment president
Brandon Tartikoff.
Cosby, currently host of the
game show "You Bet Your
Life," has been associated with
NBC since 1965, when he started
costarring in "I Spy." The network also carried his hit "The
Cosby Show" from 1984 until
last spring.
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WILLIAM CHERRY
Mayor of Murray
I'm VOTING YES November 3 on Constitutional
Amendments Two and Three to give Kentucky a
more effective, efficient government. Please join me
in supporting progress for our great state.
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Durable goods orders down
By DAVE SKIDMORE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — Orders to
U.S. factories for long-lasting
durable goods such as computers
and cars fell in September for the
third consecutive month, the government said today.
It was the first triple drop since
January-March 1991, during the
depths of the recession, and it
was the fourth decline in five
months.
The Commerce Department
said orders fell a seasonally
adjusted 0.4 percent to $118.9
billion last month. In advance,
economists were looking for
orders to increase by about that
percentage.
Orders also fell 0.4 percent in
August after plunging 2.7 percent
in July.
The latest decline represented a
disappointment to President
Bush, who on Tuesday latched
onto a stronger-than-expected
report on the gross domestic product to support his claim the economic recovery is accelerating.
With only a week left before
Election Day, the Commerce
Department said the GDP grew at
a seasonally adjusted annual rate
of 2.7 percent during the JulySeptember quarter.
But, economists said the sustained fall in durable goods
orders was a bad sign for the
future. It could portend more lay-

offs at factories.
Underscoring that, the Commerce Department said the backlog of unfilled orders fell for the
13th consecutive month to $452.6
billion, the lowest level since
December 1988.
That's a sign that factories are
easily keeping up with the flow
of new orders with their current
workforce.
Most of the September decline
in new orders was concentrated
in the volatile aircraft industry, at
automobile manufacturers and at
defense plants.
Transportation orders fell 8.4
percent to $26 billion. Orders for
military goods dropped 15.7 percent to $5.4 billion.
Excluding transportation,
orders would have risen 2.1 percent. Excluding defense, orders
would have increased 0.5 percent.
A 10.2 percent drop was
recorded for primary metals such
as steel. It was worst since March
1989.
On the positive side, orders
rose 5.6 percent for electrical
equipment and 2.3 percent for
industrial machinery.
Orders for non-defense capital
goods, a gauge of business
investment spending, rose 4.1
percent in September, making up
for a 3.9 percent decline in
August.
Shipments of durable goods, a
measure of current production,
rose 1.4 percent to $125 billion in

September.
The third quarter GDP advance
was nearly double the 1.5 percent
rate private economists had predicted. And it was enough to
move the level of goods and services produced in the United
States past the high point of $4.9
trillion that was reached in the
second quarter of 1990 before
output started shrinking.

Come Dressed In Your
Halloween Costume

In economic jargon, that means
the economy is now expanding
— rather than just recovering.
However, many analysts say it's
too soon to tell whether the
report represents the start of an
accelerating growth pattern that
can be sustained or another spurt
in the stop-and-go pattern that
has plagued the economy since it
began struggling out of recession
l'A years ago.

** Grand Prize **
For Best Costume
Participant
FREE Movie

Beauty And The Beast

Moreover, polls showing that
voters are overwhelmingly pessimistic about the economy suggests they are not necessarily
impressed by such reports.

200 E. Main

"The trouble is, from the
standpoint of many people, this
has been a statistical rather than a
real recovery," said economist
Norman Robertson of Mellon
Bank in Pittsburgh. "The reason
for this perception is the lack of
job growth and that more than
any other factor accounts for the
grumpy mood in the country."
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News of the World
AY
BIG TURNOUT EXPECTED TUESD
suggested that disillusioned

WASHINGTON — Four months ago, analysts
and now
voters would sit out this election. A lot can change in four months,bad news
be
may
That
Tuesday.
next
turnout
big
a
pundits are talking about
in power in
for President Bush. Historically during a recession, "the party
for
the White House gets hurt," said Curtis Gans, director of the Committee
turn out now
the Study of the American Electorate. "Part of the motivation toyear,
convenis change, fear and anger, read my lips," he said. Earlier this
presidenthe
in
Voting
3.
Nov.
on
turnout
low
a
expect
to
tional wisdom said
both
tial primaries was at a record low of 19.6 percent in states that held1984,
Democratic and Republican primaries. The next lowest year was
when turnout was just over 22 percent.

Guaranteed for as long as you own your car.

— AND LEARN
TO SLEEP, PERCHANCE TO DREAMrole
in helping people

LOS ANGELES — Dreaming plays an essential
up
memorize new skills, say researchers who used loud bells to wake
of Science
human guinea pigs. The study by Israel's Weizmann Instituteafter
a trainindicates that learning a skill continues for hours or even days
dream
the
during
memory
person's
a
in
"
"imprinted
is
and
ends
ing session
not
consider
should
one
-solving,
problem
of
types
some
stage of sleep. "For
'dreamonly 'sleeping on it,' as common wisdom would have it, but perhaps
researching on it' as well," the Weizmann Institute said in a statement. The sleep —
of
ers found that when people are disturbed during the dream stage
to forget
called REM or rapid eye movement sleep — they were more apt
earlier.
hours
few
skills learned a

ING CPR
CALL 911 BEFORE START
ambulance before

you start CPR,
CHICAGO — Get to a phone and call an
d that
experts say. In a reversal, doctors and other experts now recommen
they
until
adults
on
on
resuscitati
monary
cardiopul
postpone
lone rescuers
followed
is
it
unless
lives
saves
rarely
CPR
because
summon help. That's
jump-start
quickly by advanced medical treatment, such as defibrillation to
Assothe heart, the experts said in today's Journal of the American Medical
k
ciation. The old recommendation was that a lone rescuer give a heart-attac
by
drafted
19
of
one
is
change
The
calling.
before
CPR
of
minute
one
victim
Care.
the Fifth National Conference on CPR and Emergency Cardiac

NS IN IRAQ
BUSH WRONG ABOUT U.S. WEAPO
weapons were found in

WASHINGTON — President Bush says no U.S.
he
Iraqi hands during the Gulf War. But U.S. military intelligence suggests
some
had
Iraq
that
show
reports
d
declassifie
newly
Two
may be wrong.
war.
U.S. weapons in its arsenal, mostly land mines and mortars, during the of
And a military official said Tuesday the mines could have caused some
the dozens of casualties suffered by American troops when a U.S.-led coaliby
tion ousted Iraqi forces from Kuwait last year. The reports were prepared
The
war.
the
to
prior
1990
November
in
Agency
e
Intelligenc
Army
the U.S.
the
documents were designed to familiarize American military planners with
enemy's capability. The partially declassified and heavily censored reports
for Greenwere obtained by William Arkin, the director of military research Information
peace, an activist environmental group, under the Freedom of
Act.
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TED AGAIN
CONDOM-RAPE SUSPECT INDIC
a condom at the woman's

AUSTIN, Texas — A rape suspect who wore
to bring
request has been indicted after an earlier grand jury refused
District Attor-

charges. "We think that the right message is being sent now," was indicted
ney Ronnie Earle said after 27-year-old Joel Rene Valdez
of life in
Tuesday on rape and burglary charges carrying a maximum penalty
and held a
prison. Police said Valdez broke into the woman's home Sept. 16
consented to
knife on her; he admitted hiding in her home but said that she said she told
woman
The
it.
proved
condom
a
him
sex and that her offering
transmitted disthe second grand jury she wanted protection from sexually
of AIDS for
eases. "I said that just because I protected myself from rotting
said.
she
"
consented,
I
seven years doesn't mean
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NO IMPROVEMENT IN MINORITY MORTG
ion against black and

WASHINGTON — Despite complaints of discriminat
Hispanic mortgage applicants, the nation's lenders have made notodiscernifederal
ble improvement in their record over the past year, according
black and
data. The Federal Reserve said Tuesday that lenders rejected in 1991.
Hispanic loan applicants roughly twice as often as white applicants
report was
The pattern was the same as a year earlier, it said. Tuesday's
savings
1989
the
of
ts
requiremen
under
agency
the
by
issued
second
the
an
caused
data,
1990
on
based
report,
year's
Last
law.
and loan bailout
were
uproar in Congress and among community groups that said lenders
discriminating. Because of rising delinquency rates linked to the recession,
s for all
lenders in 1991 denied a greater percentage of mortgage application rates
rejection
in
difference
the
But
1990.
in
than
groups
ethnic
and
racial
across groups appeared roughly the same.
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SOMALI RELIEF EFFORTS UNRAVELING
to feed starving

MOGADISHU, Somalia — Efforts by relief organizations
Somalis are unraveling under the weight of clan battles, broken agreements
and the looting of vast amounts of food. U.N. relief flights remain canceled
starvato Bardera, where more than 10,000 people are said to be at risk offighting.
tion, and to Kismayu, on the southern coast, because of factional
Mogadishu's main airport has not been used by most U.N. planes for a
week. U.S. Air Force flights to hard-hit Baidoa were suspended after a plane
was hit by a bullet Sunday. While hundreds of thousands of hungry Somalis
still are receiving food, emergency supplies fail to reach some of the worst
afflicted.
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Limit 3 case'
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MEMENTOS OF YOUTH. OF DEATH. OF WAR.
because

WASHINGTON — They are the mementos of youth, bittersweet
they speak of growth denied, life incomplete: A Detroit Tigers baseball cap.
A bicycle fender. A teddy bear. They are among the more than 25,000 personal remembrances left by fellow soldiers, relatives and friends at the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial since that tribute to America's dead and missing from Southeast Asia opened in 1982. More than 500 of these items go
on display today in a new Smithsonian Institution exhibit, "Personal Legacy:
The Healing of a Nation." The Vietnam Memorial "is a place within which an
unity to state his feelings, and thereindividual may come and find an
by form a community of feeling." Roger Kennedy, director of the Smithsonevnian's National Museum of American History, said Tuesday. "That has
before."
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Letters to the Editor

Children need more drug education
Dear Editor:
Our school is recognizing this week, Oct. 24-31, as Red Ribbon
Week, a time in which we focus on drug awareness. I am a 12-yearold seventh grade student at Murray Middle School, and I am concerned about the world today because of the drug problems. I am sure
most adults are, also.
Many parents today feel a lack of security toward their children's
safety. Drugs are known to be popular in small towns as well as larger
communities. Parents have a right to worry for their children's wellbeing throughout their daily lives.
Children need more education on the subject of drugs in order to
learn the damage of the substance. It seems that they too often are
tempted by the alluring side of drugs. They hear of athletes using
drugs to, supposedly, increase their ability to perform well. This is
true also of many actors or actresses.
There are several reasons why a young child, or person of any age,
for that matter, turns to drugs. Many of us know these reasons but
have not taken into consideration ways to decrease or stop these
actions. For instance, peer pressure, which is the main reason for kids
to attempt to use drugs, is caused when a young person is troubled or
is associating with people who are not worthy of their friendship.
Quite often these friends sell or use drugs.
What about children who set examples for other kids their age? Are
they good examples or are they bad? This is a problem that kids face
today. Our -children need the ability to tell the difference between
good and bad examples. Without this judgment, children can very easily make the wrong decision about using drugs.
Considering I am a young child myself, I know the pressures that
teenagers face today.
Crystal Luffman, MNIS 7th grade
1002 Main Street, Murray

Perspectivc on Politics

Clinton guards against missteps
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Nevus Analysis

HOUSTON — Bill Clinton,
comfortably ahead in the polls
since July, needs to stay balanced
in the campaign's remaining six
days. He must avoid both missteps and overconfidence.
More and more, the Arkansas
governor is acting like he smells
victory.
The crowds that come out to
see him are larger now. Security
is tighter. The contingent of
reporters covering him has
grown. His motorcades are getting longer, rivaling those of
President Bush. Some supporters
even shout "Mr. President" at
him.
Clinton clearly is enjoying
some of this new prestige, radiating confidence and even joy.
"One more week!" he shouted
with exuberance at a rally Tuesday night in Lafayette, La.,
prompting a return chant from the
enthusiastic crowd of supporters.
In recent speeches, Clinton has
mixed his standard criticism of
GOP policies with the kind of
conciliatory gestures often made
by a winning candidate the day
after an election.
On Tuesday, as he stumped
through the South, Clinton talked

about forging "a new majority
for change" and urged his audiences to "think about what's
going to happen after the
election."
When a protester at a rally in
Augusta, Ga., screeched "draft
dodger" at him, Clinton told supporters, "Just relax, you only
have to put up with it for six
more days."
Later, he noted at little whimsically that, after the election,
"there'll be no charges to
answer."
Clinton also has been able to
keep above what he called "all
this name calling and stuff"
between Bush and Ross Perot.
Aides were having trouble disguising their glee over the latest
tiff between the Bush and Perot
campaigns and the accusations of
paranoia and snooping.
Clinton was able to bask on the
high road and talk about his goals
"to lift our country up."
"Voters aren't electing an
attack dog," said campaign
adviser Paul Begala. "The big
thing is the other two guys are
fighting each other while he's
talking about the economy."
Still, there's a danger in all
this: complacency.
After all, as Bush campaign
spokeswoman Tonle Clarke likes

to point out, the only poll that might do the most good.
After campaign stops here and
really counts is the one taken on
in Mississippi and Kentucky
Nov. 3.
And Clinton and his aides keep today, the Arkansas governor was
saying they're taking nothing for headed for Ohio.
An aide, speaking on the congranted, particularly if the race
dition of anonymity, said that in
continues to tighten.
"We're the challenger, we're addition to the industrial Midthe outsider, we're the under- west, Clinton will make at least
two campaign stops in New
dog," Begala insisted.
It's something Clinton may Jersey, will go to Connecticut if
have to keep reminding himself polls suggest he needs to, and
as the days wear down and as he will likely return to Florida,
finds it increasingly hard to avoid where he campaigned on Tuessuccumbing to premature victory day. Aides rate the state a tossup.
And, lest anyone fear that Clinfever.
ton
is getting too mellow, he did
what
exactly
knows
yet
one
No
impact Perot will have on the show a rare burst of anger Tuesrace in individual battleground day night as he campaigned in
states. Most analysts think Perot Louisiana.
Complaining about a Bush
will fade from the 20 percent
radio ad suggesting he
campaign
in
enjoys
now
level of support he
opinion polls, partly as a result of wants to shut down offshore oil
his outburst Monday against and gas drilling, Clinton
Republicans. But this hasn't exploded: "This ad is false.
These people cannot tell the truth
shown up yet in the polls.
"We're working him like a in their political ads and they're
mule," said one Clinton strateg- so desperate to hold onto
ist, who conceded that the tech- power."
"They shafted the economy
nique could backfire if Clinton
begins to have too many more and they made up their ads.
nights of four hours or less of Don't be suckered by it. It's not
true."
sleep.
devewere
strategists
Clinton
• • • •
loping his schedule day by day
covers national poliRaum
(Tom
— deciding to send him where
overnight tracking polls show he tics for The Associated Press.)

Words and actions go hand-in-hand
Dear Editor:
Some teenagers are fortunate enough to be taught at home and
school about the destructive effects of drugs. I am not embarrassed to
say that I am worried about the not-so-lucky, uninformed teenagers
who are "trying" drugs, hoping to feel important or popular. Possibly,
these kids lack the feeling of security in the home, at school, and in
their peer group. How do we, a concerned population, solve these
complicated problems?
The answer is to teach those children the hard facts. Sometimes you
think that you can shelter their lives or you think they aren't the type.
Often, adults are afraid to tell their close ones about drugs. If you are
one of those adults, just think, "Do I really want my child to go out
into the world we have created for ourselves not knowing the danger
he/she faces?" I think not.
Making our youth feel important is necessary. There is nothing bet
ter than knowing that there is someone there for you, someone to listen to your problems, someone looking out for you, and even someone
who understands you and will let you cry on a shoulder.
If you really care about our nation, you must care about our
nation's young people. You must understand and do all you can.
Remember, words are important, and actions are important. They go
hand in hand.
Jennifer Steinfeldt, MMS 7th grade
1403 Poplar Street, Murray

TO CHARACTER
State Editorial kolindup
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The Ledger-Independent, Maysville:
One of the most frustrating aspects of the savings and loan scandal
is that the actions of a relatively few greedy and reckless businessmen
threatened the entire S&L industry and brought shame and disgrace on
good, honest financial institutions across the country.
When news of the scandal broke two years ago, Kentucky S&Ls
defended their operations and tried to distance themselves from the
guilty institutions that suffered from mismanagement and outright
theft.
Time and government investigations have shown that the Kentucky
financiers were correct and a recent privately sponsored survey of
S&Ls nationwide highlights the differences from state to state. ...
According to the survey, Kentucky has 58 S&Ls. Of that total, 49
were classified as well-capitalized and nine were classified as adequately capitalized. None of Kentucky's S&Ls was listed in the three
lowest classifications, undercapitalized, significantly undercapitalized
and critically undercapitalized.
Congress is faced with a bailout of the failed and failing S&Ls that
will cost billions of dollars. Our taxes will fund that bailout and there
is simply no other way of cleaning up the mess. But it's unfair that
S&Ls across the country have suffered and it's a shame that those
states most guilty of S&L fraud and abuse will not be shouldering a
larger share of the bailout.
Lexington Herald-Leader:
Start with a premise.
Whik Kentucky's new solid-waste law made us start handling our
own trash more responsibly, it really did little to stop the flow of
imported garbage into Kentucky. Indeed, the law, along with new
Landfill regulations, encouraged the growth of privately owned megalandfills that keep their volume up by hauling trash in from other
states.
Add a U.S. Supreme Court decision from last summer.
The court said a Michigan law that restricted imported trash was
unconstitutional. The problem is that Kentucky patterned its law after
Michigan's. Thus, even our minimal attempts to control the flow of
waste into the state are constitutionally suspect.
Now, throw in the typical inertia of Congress.
When Congress calls it quits for the year, a bill that would allow
states and communities to ban all out-of-state garbage was still languishing in the House. The Senate passed the measure 89 to 2, but it
went nowhere in the House.
The sum of these parts is the conclusion that the General Assembly
needs to revisit the imported garbage issue. This time, they must use
court-sested methods to keep unwanted trash out of the Bluegrass
State.
Until they do, Kentucky will still be the Happy Dumping Ground
for other states' refuse.

Kentuckians should support amendments
FRANKFORT — On. Nov. 3,
Kentucky voters will have the
opportunity to adopt three
amendments to the state's constitution that are important and
needed changes in that centuryold document.
Unfortunately, the amendments
haven't gotten a lot of attention
in this busy election year and at
least two of them, as they appear
on the ballot, are long and somewhat confusing for anyone who
isn't familiar with what they
would accomplish.
Here's a look at each amendment and reasons why Kentuckians should vote for them:
Amendment No. I legalizes the
kinds of charitable games —
bingo, raffles and the like — that
churches and civic groups all
over the state use to raise money.
The only legal lottery-style gaming permitted by the constitution
is the lottery operated by the
state. A court case now on appeal
very well could close down every
charitable game operated in Kentucky unless this amendment passes. Just as important, the amendment requires the legislature to
set up rules and regulations to
assure that the games are operated properly and profits indeed
go for charitable purposes.
If nothing more, the amendment ends the absurdity that Kentuckians legally can bet on horse
races, buy a Pick Six ticket every
Saturday or enter a national
magazine sweepstakes, but eventually may not be able to buy a
bingo card at their local church
or veterans hall to support charities within their own
cornmunities.

whether an incumbent governor
should be given a second fourAGREE OR NOT
year term or turned out of office
in favor of someone else.
One previous worry about succession — that an incumbent
governor would use the considerable powers of office to raise
huge sums for a re-election camSyndicated columnist
paign — is negated by the partial
public financing and spending
Amendment No, 2 is an imporincapacitated, allows a governor
limits on gubernatorial campaigns
tant follow-through to the camto assign duties to the lieutenant passed by the legislature this
governor, who no longer would
paign finance reform legislation
year. A governor running for rebe Senate president. It ends the election will have to stand on his
passed by the 1992 General
silly notion in this day that a govAssembly. It allows the governor
or her record, and that's as it
ernor can't be governor while
elected after Brercton Jones to
should be and as it is nationally
outside the state.
run for a second term, requires
and in most other states.
Amendment No. 3 streamlines
the governor and lieutenant govThe other big changes in the
constituelithe number of elected
ernor to run as a single ticket,
and third amendments
second
tional offices by making the com- relate to elections and constituminates the superfluous offices of
missioner of agriculture, treasurer tional officers.
superintendent of public instrucand secretary of state appointive
tion and register of land office
Voters should ask themselves
by the governor with Senate these questions: Is it really necesand gives the legislature the abiliapproval-. It eliminates the super- sary to go to the polls every six
ty to require Senate confirmatipn
appointments.
intendent of public instruction, months, spending money to haul
of gubernatorial
railroad commission and register out the machines and staff the
The amendment also saves locof land office altogether.
al governments millions of dolprecincts, when a one-time
to
elections
most
The biggest change, of course, change means the same elections
moving
by
lars
is Amendment No. 2 permitting can be held every other year? It's
even-numbered years, details for
gubernatorial succession. It gives wasteful and very likely one reathe first time the transfer of powthe people the right to decide son so many Kentuckians don't
er when a governor dies or is
bother voting at all.
And is it really necessary to
elect a state recordkeeper, a
bookkeeper and an agriculture
gesders and residents are welcome and eocouraged to express their
commissioner, who then maintain
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
expensive offices and staffs (and
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the
political machines) at taxpayer
lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with
expense?
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
Each of these amendments
accessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be
brings a constitution written at
bpewritten and double-spaced if possible and should be on topics of
the end of the 19th century to the
general interest. L4ers must not be more than 500 words. The Murray
brink of the 21st century. They're
Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
writers.
solid changes that Kentuckgood,
frequent
to limit
y voters should endorse on elecLetters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
tion day
& Times, P.O. Box 1040. Murray, KY 42071.

Todd Diva
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Calloway County High School
students and their parents are
encouraged to attend the regional
College Night planned for Tuesday, November 3, at the Paducah
Executive Inn Convention Center.

The hours will be from 6:30
p.m. to 9 p.m. Representatives
from many colleges and universities, as well as military recruiters
will be on hand to give out information and to answer questions.

MURRAY

Hello Stranger!

School schedules College Night
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Sessions will also be conducted
to give information about financial aid for college.
Approximately 100 colleges
and universities have been invited
to attend the College Night.
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The top fund-raiser for the
12th annual Diabetes Bike-AThon held Sept. 12 in Murray
was 13-year-old Jeremy Hunt, a
seventh grader at Murray Middle
School. Jeremy is the son of
Eddie and Lanette Hunt of 2115
Gatesborough Circle.
The Bike-A-Thou, sponsored
by Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and the Diabetes Taking
Control support group, was held
at Murray State University. Funds
raised from the event are used for
diabetes education and support
for diabetics and their families.
Overall, 22 riders pedaled 626
miles and have raised about
$1,165 so far.
To win first place of $50,
Jeremy Hunt rode 10 miles and
collected $285 from sponsors.
In second place, David Robinson, a Food Service Deparunent
employee at MCCH, rode 100
miles and raised $265.50.
This year's third place winner
was 6-year-old Betsy Inman, who
is a Southwest Elementary
School student and has diabetes.
She bicycled 11 miles and collected $215. Betsy is the daughter
of Keith and Carol Inman of 803
Nottingham Drive.

k!
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MURRAY TODAY
JO'S DATEBOOK

United Methodist Women
of First United Methodist Church
present

Jo Burkeen
i Murray Today editor

Fall Festival of Favorite Things
Friday, October 30, 9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Youth Building, South Fifth St. p
Sidewalk Cafe (doughnuts and coffee)
f•• Favorite Things Sale Booth
Lundieon 11:00-1:00($4.00)

at
Alpha Delta Pi Sorority and Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity
benefit
to
items
for
g"
treatin
Murray State University will be "trick or
9:30
the Ronald McDonald House on Saturday, Oct. 31, from 7:30 to
g
p.m. Items need include toiletries, kitchen utensils, toys, colorin
the
at
stay
can
s
Familie
ns.
donatio
ry
books, crayons, or moneta
variRonald McDonald House while their children are in hospitals in
or
51
753-89
Lusk,
ie
ous cities. For more information call Stephan
753-8909.

4

4

Quilt Exhibition
Holiday Crafts
Bake Sale

UMW Fall Festival on Friday
the
'Fall Festival of Favorite Things' will be presented Friday, Oct. 30, by
will
event
The
st
Church.
Methodi
United
First
of
Women
st
Methodi
United
The
Street.
Fifth
South
on
Building
Youth
the
in
p.m.
2
be from 9 a.m. to
festival will include a sidewalk cafe with doughnuts and coffee, favorite
n
things sale booth, quilt exhibition, bake sale and holiday crafts. A luncheo
is
at a cost of $4 per person will be served from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. The public
st
urged to attend this special annual event by the First United Methodi
Church Women.

VOTE YES NOVEMBER 3

AARP Driving Course scheduled
The Leisure Life will sponsor an American Association of Retired Persons
from
(AARP) Driving Course on Tuesday and Wednesday. Nov. 10 and 11,
will be
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. each day. The class to be taught by Louise Swann
(per
held at the University Branch of the Bank of Murray. There will be $8
make
s.
To
member
Life
Leisure
all
for
paid
be
will
which
person) charge
at
your reservations, call Louise Swann at 753-1760 or Martha Covey
753-1893.

Amy Lynn Haskins and
Kevin Harold Cowles to marry

CHARLES E. JOHNSON
Chairman, Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
I'm VOTING YES November 3 on Constitutional
Amendments Two and Three to give Kentucky a
more effective, efficient government. Please join me
in supporting progress for our great state.

SNYDER, TREASURER
PAID FOR BY VOTE YES FOR CHANGE. SHERYL

Haskins-Cowles wedding
vows will be said Jan. 16

Music Chorus will practice Thursday

Mr. and Mrs. Orville Jack Haskins of 4370 Westchester, Paducah,
to
announce the engagement of their daughter, Amy Lynn Haskins,
Kevin Harold Cowles of Fulda, Germany, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Cowles of Boiling Springs Road, Bowling Green.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dibble
of Murray and Mrs. William Haskins of Falconer, N.Y.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Marie Cowles and Mrs.
Louise Donoho of Bowling Green.
Miss Haskins, a 1990 graduate of Lone Oak High School, is presently attending Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green.
Mr. Cowles, a graduate of Warren East High School, Bowling
n
Green, received his Bachelor degree in Political Science from Wester
the
in
ant
a
lieuten
as
serving
ly
is
current
He
ity.
Univers
ky
Kentuc
United States Army.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, Jan. 16, at 7 p.m. at St. Street
United Metholdist Church, Bowling Green.

s Club
The Music Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman'
at 7
will have an important rehearsal and meeting on Thursday, Oct. 29,
s
member
all
chorus
urges
,
director
Shown,
Marjorie
house.
club
at
the
p.m.
.
meeting
nt
importa
very
to be present for this

West View plans Haunted Room
Oct.
West View Nursing Home will sponsor a 'Haunted Room' on Friday, Perevent.
30, from 2 to 5 p.m. The public is invited to attend this special
be there to
sons are asked to meet in the lobby where the residents will
meet with them.

Spooky Savings
Entire Stock
Large Selection

New!
Waverly Top Treatments
3 Piece Jabot Set

'74.99
New

Additions To

Sale

Rack

p.r sat

25% on

Lace Panels..........$8.99 & up
Macrame
Rocker Sets.____ __.....$25.99
Chintz Toss Pillows__ $649
Pouf Valances._____..$10.99

Visa
MC
Discover

Tiny Town Carnival on Saturday
will
The Tiny Town Halloween Carnival at First United Methodist Church
special
this
for
charge
no
is
There
p.m.
6:30
to
5
from
31,
Oct.
y,
be Saturda
2.
occasion. For more information call the church office, 753-381

Pizza party at Grace tonight

Custom Blinds

sA pizza party for preschool through sixth graders will be tonight (Wedne be
will
This
Church.
Baptist
Grace
of
House
hip
Fellows
the
day) at 7 p.m. in
a part of the Wednesday evening activities.

50%

atteiosn
alla
l nssttim
FFrree E
ee
Vinyl Stock Blinds 23'-36 $9.99 ea

Sophomore Class plans Give-Away

Wroloix SAWN CAA To Your Meiskismort

is sponsoring a
The Sophomore Class of Calloway County High Schoolincludes a turkey
which
basket,
gift
The
ay.
'Turkey and Trimmings' Give-Aw
High School
and all trimmings, will be given away at Calloway County may be purbasketball game on Monday, Nov. 16. Tickets for the drawing
ore Class. Prochased for $1 each from members of the CCHS Sophom
s.
activitie
Class
ore
Sophom
ceeds will be used for

'Daybed Ensembles
'Kitchen Curtains
•Lace Panels
'"Diana" Priscillas

Benefit for Bogard on Sunday
be Sunday, Nov.
A gospel singing for the benefit of Marcella Bogard will
be The King's
will
d
Feature
Church.
Baptist
1, from 2 to 4 p.m. at Dexter
Bogard, is undergoSons and The Liberty Boys. Mrs. Bogard, wife of Dale
singing will go to
ing cancer treatment at Nashville, Tenn. Proceeds from the
attend.
to
urged
is
public
The
s.
help with her expense

°
/0
Ail 10

Reeves Drapery Outlet
204 N. Brewer
Downtown Paris

on
Good Shepherd United Methodist will sponsor a Halloween Carnival be
will
event
special
This
church.
the
at
p.m.
9
to
7
from
Saturday, Oct. 31,
The
sponsored by the Young Disciples Sunday School Class of the church.
public is invited to attend and there is no admission charge.

Awesome Spiritual Adventure will be in Fellowship Hall of First Baptist
ol children
Church on Saturday, Oct. 31, from 5 to 8 p.m. This is for prescho
ible adult.
through sixth graders, accompanied by a parent or respons fee), cosGames, concession stand (hot dogs, popcorn, drinks for a minimal
p.m. will be
tume parade at 6:30 p.m., and puppet shows at 5:30 and 6
characters
us
humoro
and
animals
ers,
charact
featured. In costumes, Bible
preschool/
are encouraged, but no scary costumes please, said Joetta Kelly,
children minister for the church.

Patchwork Comforters
Our Pflor
C.ainieg mem
$44.99
$75.00
Twin
$54.99
$100.00
Full
$64.99
$125.00
Queen
$74.99
$150.00
King

10% on

Shepherd plans Halloween event

Special Adventure on Saturday

Oct. 281h-31st

Bedspreads

Good

Adult Halloween Party at Murray Club

642-9019
1-800-748-9342

Club will be
A Halloween Adult Party (masquerade) at Murray Country band, Night
the
by
be
will
Music
a.m.
1
to
Saturday, Oct. 31, from 9 p.m.
Fish. For more information call Susy Wilkerson, 753-6113.

Resource Fair on Nov. 14

ONE
TIME
ONLY!
Christmas
on the sidewalk
at Pier 1 imports

Christmas Trees

$39
2 ft. - 439
1
6/
71/2 ft. - $79

4% ft. -

is today, Oct. 2..8,
SECOND BIRTHDAY — Douglas Wayne Fisher
Lisa Fisher and
of
son
celebrating his second birthday. He is the
Jimmy Fisher,
Allen,
Linda
are
arents
Doug Colson. His grandp
grandparents
great.
His
e
Colson
Franki
late
the
and
Boggs
Helen
late Frank
the
s,
Stallon
Noah
are Mrs. Ruby Stallons and the late
y, and
Lindse
Jess
late
the
and
y
Lindse
Fannie
,
and Alene Colson
Wilburn and May Fisher.

mission or lifeOrganizations, agencies and others with a service
Community Resource
enhancing focus are encouraged to participate in the
arrange parFair on Saturday, Nov. 14, National Make A Difference Day. To
Family
Schools
County
y
Callowa
the
call
ion,
ticipation or for more informat
hours a day.
Resource Center at 753-3070. Messages may be left 24

Senior Citizens plan Craft Market
Market on FriMurray-Calloway County Senior Citizens will have a Craft
Weaks Comday and Saturday, Nov. 6 and 7, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the 9 and speak
munity Center. Anyone who wishes to have a table call 753-092
who makes
with Jo or Eric. This event is open to anyone regardless of age
for citizens
ity
opportun
t
excellen
an
be
will
This
crafts that are marketable.
gift for Christof Murray and Calloway County to purchase a handcrafted Way Agency.
mas. Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens is an United

Lake-Land to host missionaries

N

Mrs. Joseph
Lake-Land Apostolic Church will be host to the Rev. and at the 6 p.m.
1,
Nov.
,
Sunday
on
nes,
Philippi
the
to
aries
mission
y,
Ouibolo
nes with a great
service. 'Rev. Quiboloy was born and raised in the Philippi
the many
during
survivor
a
be
to
him
helped
testimony of how God
te family members
upheavals in the country and even with some immedia
The church is
being killed,' said the Rev. James H. Cain, Lake-Land pastor. more inforFor
Murray.
Road,
ck
Utterba
d
at
Extende
16th
located on North
mation call 759-1602.

BEAUTY BOX
"The latest in cuts, colors, perms, manicures.
sculpture nails and tanrung bed."

BARBARA PAGE

West Murray plans gospel meeting

has joined the staff as a stylist.
Amy
OTHER STYLISTS: Faye Hurt., Sharon Kelso,
McKinney, Freda Steely Jackie Spiceland and
MANICURIST: Theresa James.
Ali Experienced Stylists!
Salon Hours: Tuesday 1364

Chestnut St.

1

Saturday
763-7132

Walk-Ins Welcome!
University Masi • Cinekautk • Murray

14.4.11111
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meetings
West Murray Church of Christ has scheduled -a series of gospel Stauffer
L.A.
6.
Nov.
Friday.
ng
through
starting Sunday. Nov. 1, and continui
a.m. and 6
of St. Louis, Mo., will be the speaker for the services at 10:50 church is
The
Friday.
through
Monday
p.m.,
7:30
at
and
Sunday
p.m.
The public
located at the corner of Doran Road and Holiday Drive, Murray.
is invited to attend these services

Mt. Horeb plans special day Sunday
Mt Horeb Freewill Baptist Church will celebrate its church's anniversary
on Sunday, Nov. 1 The speaker for the 3 p.m. service will be the Rev
Oscar Powell of Princeton Dinner will be served at 1•30 p.m. The public is
invited to attend
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Golden anniversary event
to be at Mayfield Sunday

CALENDAR
Wednesday, Oct. 28
Overeaters Anonymous/5:15 p.m.
for beginners and 5:30 p.m. for
regulars/Ellis Community Center.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Dexter Baptist
worship/6:30 p.m.

Church

First Baptist Church events
include Ladies' Bible Study/9:30
a.m.; Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.;
SS Preview Bible Study/6 p.m.;
Library open/6:15 p.m.; Children's
Choirs and Klaymata/6:30 p.m.;
prayer meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 29

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Dunn will celebrate their 5001 wedding anniveron Sunday, Nov. 1.
sary
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
County
A reception will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at the May
p.m ./for senior citizens' Art Guild, 121 W. Broadway, Mayfield.
activities.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
The couple was married on Nov. 1, 1942, at Jackson, Mo. Their
TOPS KY *469/6 p.m. weigh in, attendants were Linda Ruth Adams and Bob Enoch.
7 p.m. program/Chamber of
Mrs. Dunn, the former Mary Frances Smith, is the daughter of the
mela,
Info/Pa
ce.
Commer
late R.B. and Floy Houston Smith of Mayfield.
753-7638.
Mr. Dunn is the son of the late Joe Dunn and Jettie Rohrer Vie of
Mayfield.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Their seven children are Jim Dunn of Orlando, Fla., David Dunn of
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Reeds Spring, Mo., Robert Dunn of Hardin, Richard Dunn of New
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith York, N.Y., and John Dunn, Joe Dunn and Mary Ann Bradbury of
Broach, 753-3580.
Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Dunn have 11 grandchildren.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Halloween Party/5 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.

North Fork News

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Mrs. Sykes has surgery

Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.

By MRS. R.D. KEY
Murray Ledger & Times Correspondent

Murray, High School events
include Black and Gold distributed, Girls Regional soccer and
Boys District Soccer.

Dorothy Sykes had surgery at
Henry County Medical Center,
Paris, Tenn., on Oct. 3. Her husband, Warren Sykes, and children, Mitch Sykes and Susan Lee,
were with her.
Visitors at the hospital—a-Fdt
later at home included the
following:
Rev. Hattie Cook, Lilbern and
Keren Parker, Jerry and Peggy
McCree, Myrtle Rose Hill, Judy
McGee, Tony, Charlotte, Brian
and Amanda Sykes, Wendy Sewart, Jerry, Susan and Tabitha Lee,
Ken and Betty Robertson, Lola
Bailey, Ruby Berry,
Shirley Paschall, Glynn and
Larue Orr, Ricky Gallimore, Billie Reid, Juanita Henderson, Harold and Carrie Perry, Don Drummond, Lisa Hart, Virginia Drummond, Norelle Norton, the Rev.
Joe Walker, Mildred Wynns,
Nancy Urby, Alma Martin, Ralph
and Gwinna Gallimore,
Estelle Morris, Melissa Ray,
Morris and Gloria Jenkins Glynn
and Linda On, Jim and Christine
Buie, Janice Stanton, Mitch, Marilyn and Matthew Sykes, Marie
King, Clara Lee, Nancy Cooper,
Imogene Cooper, Henry Martin,
Ed and Delores Rice, Drunell
Webb, Larry, Andrea and Ashley
Milelr, Nomie Olive, Gene and
Joetta Nance, Lilburn Martin,
Angie Stanton, Erica Shankle,
Elizabeth McWherter, Jo
Matheny, Beverly Lewis, Buster
Paschall, Sue Ellis, Katherine
Crowder, Synonia Norman,

Grace Baptist Church events
include King's Kids, Kid's Klubs,
Bible Explosion, College Career
Bible Study and Adult Bible
Study/7 p.m.; Weekly Workers'
meeting/8 p.m.

Young-in-Hearts/1 0: 30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.

Memorial Baptist Church events
include Prayer service/7 p.m. and
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Pre School/9 a.m.-noon;
A.R.K./5 p.m.; Choir/6:30 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study all
youth mission organizations/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events
include prayer service/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center/prayer
and praise/7 p.m.

First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre School/9
a.m.-noon and Pastor Nominating
Committee/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Adult Exercise/5
p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Mothers' Day Out/9:30
a.m.
Grace Baptist Church events
include Strategy Planning Meeting and BR BA Building/6 p.m.

"Onibaba", a 1966 Japanese
film/7:30 p.rn./Curris Center theater, Murray State University.
Admission free.
First Christian Church events
at
Committe
include Evangelism
"Man of La Mancha" musical
Pagliai's/noon; Christian Family theatre production/8 p.m./Johnson
Chancel
Fellowship/5:15 p.m.;
Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Choir/7 p.m.
Murray State University. Info/
762-4421.
Administrative Board/7
p.m/South Pleasant Grove United National Scouting Museum/9
Methodist Church.
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs and GAs/6:30 p.m.

Playhouse in the Park auditions/
6-8 p.m. Info/759-1752.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Murray State University Chess
Club/6:30 p.m./Mississippi
Room, Curris Center.
Info/762-6892.
Trustees of Calloway County
Fire District No. 5 and other
interested persons/9 p.m./fire
station.
Jaycees Annual Haunted
Forest/7 p.m./Fairgrounds.

Land Between the Lakes' events
include Earth, The Planet/11 a.m.
and 2 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Horneplace-1850 and
Woodlands Nature Center open
daily. Info/1-924-5602.

Jim and Betty Paschall, Judy
Morris, Leon Ridgeway, Mary
Johnson, Vickie Ball, Lester and
Rosie Wilson, Ron and Melania
Harbor, Pauline Enoch, Christine
Wilson, Betty Williams, Sue Carol Nichols, Freeman Sykes, Sue
Gaulding, Earline Bomar, Jane
Webb and Hulie and Sadie
Hastings.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins
visited Mr. and Mrs. Joe Miller
on Sunday, Oct. 4. Mrs. Berne
Jenkins returned home with them.
The Rev. Lester Butler visited
Mrs. Jenkins on Monday.

•
WORLD FRIENDSHIP CLUB of Murray members attending a
potluck luncheon at the home of Linda Cooper were, from left,
front row, Monica Walston, Germany, Espie van Ameringen, Philippines, Neelam Tandon, India, Martina Schaedel, Germany, Emita Astamil, Indian, Thelma Warford and Evelyn Wallis, Murray,
Christel Carter, Germany, back row, Debbie Shapla, Murray, Ana
Szemeredy, Romania, Helen Karvounis, Greece, and Linda Cooper, Murray. Not pictured are Edith Noffsinger and Gracie Erwin,
club sponsors. The club will have a Halloween party (costume
event and potluck) on Friday, Oct. 30, at 6:30 p.m. at the home of
Monica Walston.

Hoke, Heiss are officers
Two local students_ Sandy
Hoke and Heidi Heiss, at Murray
State University have recently
been installed into offices of the
Beta Nu Chapter of the Alpha
Sigma Alpha sorority.
Hoke has the office of mem
bership director. She is responsible for keeping all membership
records up-to-date and for
instructing the pledges.
She is a senior majoring in
elementary education and is the
daughter of Tommy and Pam
Hoke.
Heiss has the office of social
chairman. She is responsible for
arranging all social events, their
themes, dates, locations, decorations, refreshments and
entertainment.
She is a senior majoring in
elementary education and is the
daughter of Al and Sue Heiss.

Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke was
admitted to Murray -Calloway
County Hospital on Oct. 5 and
returned home on Oct. 12. Estelle
Morris, Gwinna Gallimore, Glynn
and Larue On, Morris and Mike
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
Wilson and Lavetia Wilson visited Mrs. Vandyke at her home.
The Rev. Billy Turner preached at North Fork Baptist Church
on Oct. 11 in the absence of the
pastor, the Rev. Lester Butler,
who was on vacation. Rev. and
Mrs. Turner were dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore recently returned from a
, vacation in Michigan, Canada
t. and Niagara Falls.
The Rev. Glynn On of Murray
visited Mr. and Mrs. Glynn On
of Puryear, Tenn., on Tuesday.
Morris and Mike Jenkins visited recently with Hardin Jenkins,
a patient at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Oct. 26, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Smith baby girl, parents. Donna and
Jeffrey, 105 South 12th St., Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Marie McPherson, 101 Spruce
St., Murray; Mrs. Helen Tucker, Rt. 1,
Box 149, Farmington;
Mrs. Jo Elkins, 1311 Wells Blvd.,

Hunter Neale Henson
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Henson,
Rt. 1, Box 194, Kirksey, are the
parents of a son, Hunter Neale
Henson, born on Sunday, Oct. 4,
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The baby weighed seven
pounds nine ounces and measured
201/4 inches. The mother is the
former Karen Green. They have a
daughter, Ashley Henson, 4Y2
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
R.G. Henson and Ms. Brenda
Green, all of Almo, and Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Green, Englewood,
Fla. Great-grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd Green Jr. and
Mrs. Logan Shelton, all of
Mayfield.

Murray; Mrs. Mary Harriet Miller, 1107
Fairtane, Murray;
Dolpflus Wilson, Rt. 1, Box 265,
Almo; Mrs. Saide Runyon, Rt. 3, Box
384, Murray; Jean Harville, HC Box
276N, New Concord;
Mrs. Nona Townsend, 11 Wilkens
Rd., Cadiz; Hungkuang Shaw, 105
South 12th St., Murray;
Miss Jennifer Gardner, 1817
Ridgewood No. 2, Murray; -Jordan
Stewawrt Roberts, Rt. 6, Box 55A,
Murray;
Mrs. Valerie Martin and baby boy,
1414 Michelle Dr., Apt. C, Murray

Affordable
Travel
1-901-642-9300

Bill of Rights Symposium/Dr.
Rose, speaker/7
Joe
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library. No charge.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
courtsquare in downtown
Murray/8-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3
p.m.

I

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.

• A•1 GUTTERS
Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commirdel & lissidentist)

1/4 CARAT

$299
1/2 CARAT

$799
1 CARAT

$1,999
Waterfall Clusters
1/4 CARAT'
$199
1/2 CARAT'

MURRAY TODAY

.-•

1 CARAT'

$699
i$21 PER MO-)
1 I4 CARAT'

$369

Country Christmas
Opryland Hotel

1/2 CARAT'

$499
1 CARAT'

Bus Transportation
2 Meals Included 4te

$899

($27 PER MO-)

ENTERTAEVMENT:

General Jackson
Showboat Cruise Limited Space
$50 deposit per person
due by 10-31-92

•

Playhouse in the Park
auditions/6-8 p.m. Info/759-1752.

YOUR
CHOICE

$399

Second Influenza Vaccine
Clinic/8 a.m.-4 p.m./Calloway
County Health Center.
Info/753-3381.
Murray School Board Candidates' Forum/6 p.m./Weaks Community Center.

Alpha Sigma Alpha was founded on Nov. 15, 1901, at Longwood College, Farmville, Va.
The Beta Nu Chapter, one of the
oldest sororities on campus, was
installed in 1946.

Baby boy born

Hospital report listed

Thursday, Oct. 29
Jaycees Annual Haunted
Forest/7 p.m./Fairgrounds.

r.
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4 'flight Hotel Round Trip
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ASpen Colorado
Ski Vacations at great
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LOCATED
102 North Market
Inside Linda's
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Paris, TN.

FREE ESTIMATES
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753-7020
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UK researchers report
possible test for Alzheimer's
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
University of Kentucky researchers have discovered an enzyme
that is apparently found only in
the spinal fluid of people with
Alzheimer's disease.
Boyd Haley, a professor of
medicinal chemistry at the UK
College of Pharmacy, and graduate student Debra Gunnersen
found during a two-year study
that the enzyme glutainine synthetase was present only in the
spinal fluid of people with the
disease.
"We tried to prove ourselves
wrong as much as we could,"
Haley said. "This might lead to a
diagnostic test. But I think we
have to test a lot more patients.".
Haley presented the findings
Tuesday at the 1992 annual meeting of the Society for Neuroscience in Anaheim, Calif. His work
has been accepted for publication
in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
Alzheimer's, which afflicts
about 4 million Americans, is
characterized by gradual memory
loss, disorientation, impairment
of judgment, personality change,
difficulty in learning and loss of
language skills. No cause or cure
is known.
Currently, patients are diagnosed with the disease through a
process of elimination of other
possible causes of dementia. Confirming the diagnosis requires an
examination of brain tissue,
which is usually done after death.
In a double-blind study involving 77 patients, 32 of 33 were
correctly diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease. In 29 healthy
people, the test found one with
the enzyme, although the
researchers believe the person
may have been misdiagnosed and
had the disease.
Fifteen other people had neurological diseases that didn't reveal
the enzyme in the test.
Glutamine synthetase is used
by the brain to control the levels
of two compounds, ammonia and
glutamate, which are toxic to
brain cells.
The nucleotide photoaffinity
labeling technique used in the
UK lab can detect very low
amounts of specific enzymes in
complex protein mixtures. Photo-

affinity labeling uses a radioactive compound.
Haley said the test may give
"a hint as to what might be functionally wrong" in Alzheimer's
patients, adding that it can be
completed in 10 hours.
Haley's research is supported
by Eli Lilly and a grant from the
National Institutes of Health.

available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth
PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are
ay County. They are, from left, "Rosita," a female Chihuahua mix; "Bandit," a
Callow
Street, operated by The Humane Society of
Japanese Bobtail; and "Thomas," a neutered male Tabby w/white shorthair.
neutered male Beagle mix; "Hook," a spayed female
of the shelter, open to the public, are 1 to 4:45 p.m. Monday, Thursday and
Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours
y, and closed Sunday. The Humane Sciciety is a member of United Way of
Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturda
759-4141.
Murray and Calloway County. For information call

Bel-Air
Center, Murray
Open 7-11 Daily

Smooth or Crunchy
Peter Pan

Peanut Butter
9168
p0

Reg. or Unsalted
Rainbow
Farm Fresh
Grade 'A' Medium

ckers
CraLb.
Box
1

Eggs

1L

18 Oz.
Jar
Doz.

WITH ONE FILLED Sftil.

Goldenrod

1% Milk
$189
Orange Juice

Dallas police chief
says Perot aide asked
for sting of Bush aide
DALLAS (AP) — A security
aide to Ross Perot asked Dallas
police to run a "sting" operation
against the head of President
Bush's campaign in Texas last
summer and offered airplanes and
other equipment to help, according to a published report.
The Dallas Morning News
reports in today's editions that
Dallas Police Chief Bill Rathburn
listened to James Siano's secondhand allegations that Republicans
were planning so-called direty
tricks and bugging operations
against Perot and referred the
Perot aide to the FBI.
Perot has said he was told GOP
operatives planned to wiretap his
Dallas office, distribute altered
photographs of his daughter and
disrupt her wedding.
'He laid it all out and said,
'What do you think?" Rathburn
said told the paper. "I told him I
believed strongly that it was
something DPD ought not
investigate."
The FBI subsequently did run a
sting against Bush's campaign
chief in Texas, Jim Oberweuer,
and concluded there was no evidence to support the allegations.
Oberweuer has said he sent
packing an undercover agent who
offered to sell him, for $2,500, a
purported audio tape and documents from Perot's office.
President Bush has called such
assertions "crazy."
Rathburn said he met with
Siano on Aug. 4 at Perot's
request. If Dallas police conducted the sting, they could use
Perot equipment and airplanes,
Rathburn said he was told.
Clay Mulford, the Perot campaign's lawyer, denied that Perot
offered to pay for such an operation. -He never, ever said anything — hinted, suggested, or
gave any kind of indication —
that he'd ever pay for a sting
operation,- Mulford told the
Morning News.
After the meeting, Siano called
Rathburn to say Perot had agreed
to contact the FBI, Rathburn told
the newspaper.
4

Mar

Crystal Lake Fryer

Leg Quarters

New Crop
Red, Gold, Jonathan

Fresh Bartlett

Pears

Lb

59c

Fresh Acorn

Squash

Florida Juice

Oranges

Incredibites

rine

7.5 os...

Off sousr. caws,
.
WI
Seed csta is now Ism $
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Smoking will be restricted at Cabinet's offices

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Smoking will be restricted at
Cabinet for Human Resources
offices across the state starting
early next year under a policy
approved by cabinet Secretary
Leonard Heller.
Restricting smoking has been a
touchy subject, especially among
government agencies funded by
the General Assembly, whose

Owners Gerrald Boyd and Ronnte Melvyn

WAREHOUSE

members include tobacco farmers. No other cabinet in state
government has a smoking policy, although some offices have
worked out their own rules.
The restrictions will be implemented at the cabinet's Frankfort
offices and at its offices across
Kentucky.
Heller said smoking areas
away from work areas would be

established in the Frankfort
offices and the agency's offices
throughout the state. The smoking rules would also apply to
clients who visit local welfare
and social-services offices.
"We've gotten enough letters.
It's time to act," Heller said
Tuesday. "We're making a decision from a health point of
view."

Prices Good
Wed., Oct. 28
Thru
Tues., Nov. 3

'We accept U.S. Govt.
Food Stamps and W.I.0

Pride of Illinois

Corn or Cut Green Beans

Star Kist
In 011 or Water

rkay

arine

Summit

Tuna
6112 oz. Can

. Qtrs.

Paper Towels

16 oz.
Can

For

Pride of Illinois Sweet Peas 16 oz. Can 3/9

Reg. or Corn Oil

ART SHOPPER CARD

Wesson Oil
$188
48 oz.
Plastic

Cottonelle

P

KETCH(

Whole Sliced Free Boneless

Clifty Farms Whole

Pork Loin

$g99
iam
Lb.

Sammy's Whole
Field

43(

Smoked Picnic

logna

See Us For Your Party Trays!!

99'

12 oz.

Cot

n King

Ba

99
'
'299

Macaroni
Salad

Lb.

P&P
Loaf

Lb.

$299

Starnes

Pit Ham

Lb.

III

12 oz.

ogiv
rip Fend Oho

p.
At
Omni
IN lours MO awn

Flour

WHIATIES

C

5 Lb. Bag

79

WM Cows.

Geri Oct 11II Two. Now II
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The recommendations for a
smoking policy came from an
employee group that first suggested restrictions in 1989. No
cabinet-wide policy was instituted then but two departments
within the cabinet currently
restrict smoking.
Many private businesses have
policies that either ban or restrict
smoking. Several studies, along
with the U S. surgeon general,
have concluded that second-hand
smoke is linked to lung and heart
diseases.
In 1989 the University of
Louisville announced plans to
restrict smoking, prompting at
least one lawmaker to suggest he
might retaliate by seeking to have
the school's budget reduced. That
never happened, and the school
did add the policy, but the
Human Resources agency cited
the U of L controversy when it
backed off imposing a policy in
1989.
Rep. Donnie Gedling, chairman of the legislature's Tobacco
Task Force!, said Tuesday he had
no problem with designated
smoking areas. He said he wasn't
familiar with the Human Resources proposal but didn't express
any concerns about it.
"I think the time has come that
there be designated smoking
areas," said Gedling, a Hardinsburg Democrat. He said he plans
to talk to Gov. Brereton Jones
about a smoking policy for all
state government offices.
Lisa Newcomer of the American Lung Association of Kentucky said she welcomed Heller's
decision. She said she is "getting
more and more" calls from people who want advice on having
policies to restrict smoking in the
workplace.
Tom Fitzgerald, a spokesman
for Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. in Louisville, said the
company prefers that individuals
be allowed to work out their own
rules. As far as smoking policies,
the company backs those that
"accommodate the rights of
smokers and non-smokers alike,"
he said.
The Advisory Council for
Employees in the Human Resources Cabinet approached Heller
earlier this year about instituting
a smoking policy. The council
gave him its recommendations
last week and Heller agreed to
them.
David Jackson, chairman of the
employee group — which
includes smokers and nonsmokers — said he had received
complaints about smoking from
workers across the state.
Once the policy is in place, it
will be evaluated over a year's
time, Heller said. Employees will
also be offered smoking-cessation
classes.
The cabinet will probably have
to spend about $15,000 to add
proper ventilation in the Frankfort offices, Heller said. The cosi
for changes in offices outside
Frankfort was not known.
The cabinet's Department for
Health Services and Department
for Mental Health and Mental
Retardation Services already limit
smoking to certain areas away
from work stations.

Ford Motor Co.
reported third
quarter losses
DETROIT (AP) — Ford Motor
Co. reported a third-quarter loss
today of $159 million, slightly
less than what had been predicted, after reporting profits for
the first half of the year.
The loss reported today
amounts to 43 cents a share, the
company said. The No. 2 automaker lost $574 million, or $1.20
a share, in the third quarter of
1991.
Ford blamed weakness in the
U.S. and European markets for
the loss. It had reported earning
$840.3 million in the first half of
the year.
Analysts had said that Ford's
third-quarter loss was likely to
prove an aberration. But Ford
Chairman Harold Poling said it
could be repeated next quarter, as
instability in the European currency markets will continue to
hurt Ford in the near term.
Ford's Financial Services
Group had record third-quarter
earnings of $305 million, up from
$177 million in the third quarter
last year. The profits in this division, however, were more than
offset by losses in automotive
operations.
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PharMor® Power
Buying® Gives You
Far More Buying
Power!

COCA•COLA
Products

Holiday Magic
Power Priced!

No Limit!
All Available Varieties

15.88
1.00

EVERYDAY LOW
PRICE
WITH COUPON
BELOW

Save an additional
$5.00 with a Nabisco
mail-in rebatel
Details in store.

5.00

Cleie Disney Home Video
Al Rights Reserver:7
VALUABLE STORE COUPON GOOD THRU 11/8/92
Walt Disney's

YOUR FINAL
COST AFTER
PHAR-MOR
COUPON &
NABISCO
REBATE

THE BEAST'
AND
"BEAUTY With
00
OFF
Coupon
Present this coupon when you purchase Walt Disney's
'Beauty And The Beast " Well give you an extra $1 00 off
our everyday low price Cannot be used in combination
with any other offer, including double coupons
No cash value Void where prohibited
r family
,
439
Limit one cou..n .'rt
v •-

Nabisco
Oreo
Cookies

"Batman
Returns"
Video
Home Video
-Warner
c
All rights reserved.

Regular
or Double Stut

Final Cost
Alter Mail In

Rebate

Pop Secret
Microwave
Popcorn

Memorex
HS T-120
Video
Tapes

Butter, Lite Butter.
or Lite Natural

6

WITH
COUPON
Phar-Mors everyday
low price, $2.99.

10POP SECRET

Microwave Popcorn
18-21 ounces
WITH COUPON

Consumer Present this coupon at the checkout with your
Purchase Lima one coupon per lamely This coupon may not be
reproduced in any form This coupon may not be
Retaiier For payment plus et handling, Tall to G M I Retail
Coupons PO Box 177. MinnisapOks, MN 55460
Coupon Value 81 001
Supplier code 11347800

PHAR•MOR'S
TOP 20!

$2.00 Reward
When You Redeem
A Competitor's
Prescription
Coupon At
Phar-Mor
t i

Top 20
Casseftes
6
9
;
Top 20

co

111111"'"

PAYI

SHOP PHAR-MOR IN:
INDIANA
-mon«
14GatT
rig4
m
Ko
•

•1 Iwimpsils-Ates
Cowl
Plaza

KENTUCKY
•AMEN
In the Cedar
Knol Galeria
•
ttri1to
Kentucky
Oaks Mat

till sf II

Bnnig a coupon from any other
pharmacy to Phar-Mor and we'N
MI the prescnpbon as written
by your doctor, plus add
$2.00 to the coupon's face value
For example, a $5 00 prescription
coupon from a competitor is wodh
$7 00 at Phar Mor
swi our pharmacists
.
tor

BOXED
CHRISTMAS
CARDS

Bausch
ft Lomb
saline
Spray

Featured Artists
Include: ,,,rhrom.
Lwo
ie
Morgan
BNA

Alan
Jackson

51104'"it 'an

EVERY DAY
ow emu*

Arista
A Lot
About Livon
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Saving Money Couldn't Be Easier

Local scouts receive award

cipated in Community Theatre.
of the
Five members of Boy Scouts where he is a member
He attends the First United
Team,
Speech
Troop 45 were presented the Academic Team,
Methodist Church.
Varsity SocEagle Scout Award — Scouting's Track Team, Junior
Solhighest honor — at a Court of cer Team, Future Problem
The Court of Honor began with
talent
Honor held recently in the Sanc- ving Team and is a Duke
flag ceremony conducted by
a
also a
tuary of the First United Method- search qualifier. Scott is
of Troop 45. Dr. Vernon
Scouts
the
of
Order
ist Church. The Eagle Award member of the
District
Commissioner and
Gantt,
ay
recipients were Geoffrey Ball, Arrow and the Murray-Callow
the Four Rivers
of
member
a
Bryan Burgess, Christopher Fuhr- County Swim Team. He attends
ve Board, gave
Executi
Council
ist
Method
United
mann, Scott Kettle and Matt the First
ion. Local attorney
invocat
the
Church.
Weatherly.
leader Sid Easley
Matt Weatherly is the son of and community
of
son
the
is
Ball
y
Geoffre
Eagle
charge. The
the
ed
deliver
ly and is a
Robert and Karen Olson and is James and Pat Weather
with Dr.
ed
conclud
ny
ceremo
Patrol
Senior
the Senior Patrol Leader of Troop former Assistant
ca
singing
"Ameri
Black
Randall
a
is
He
45.
45. He is a junior at Murray High Leader of Troop
Beautiful." A reception honthe
School
High
Murray
at
junior
member
School where is he is a
of the oring the Eagle recipients was
of the Spanish Club, track team, where he is a member
held in the Church's Social Hall
Academ
the
Hi-Y,
Club,
the Student Council and Televi- Spanish
ng the Court of Honor.
followi
Team.
sion Club. Geoffrey is a Vigil ic Club, and the Soccer
percent of Boy Scouts are
2
Only
the
of
member
Matt is also a
member of the Order of the
Eagles.
ihaspart
and
Arrow
the
of
Order
Arrow — Scouting's honor
camping organization — and
also serves as the local Lodge's
vice-chief. He also has participated in community theatre and is
a member of the Medical Explorer Post and St. John's Episcopal
Church.
Bryan Burgess is the son of
Steve and Shirley Burgess and is
a former Senior Patrol Leader of
Troop 45. He is a sophomore at
Calloway County High School
where he is a committee chairman of the Future Farmers of
America and a recipient of the
Greenhand Award. Bryan is also
a member of the Order of the
Arrow and attends the Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Christopher Fuhrmann is the
son of Joseph and Mary Fuhrng the Eagle
The rive members of Boy Scouts Troop 45 receivi
mann and is a member of the
Burgess,
Bryan
Ball,
y
Geoffre
Award were (not in order)
Leadership Corps of Troop 45. Scott
ly.
Weather
Matt
and
Kellie
Scott
Christopher Fuhrmann,
He is a junior at Murray High
School where lie is a member of
the Speech Team, Vice-President
Installation
of the Academic Team, Secretary
and Service
of the Student Council and a
member of the French Club.
Christopher is also a member of
the Order of the Arrow and
"We Also Do Window Tinting."
attends St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Scott Kettle is the son of
Andrew and Diane Kettle and is
the Assistant Senior Patrol Leader of Troop 45. He attends Calloway County Middle School

FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
We Accept Food Stamps & WIC Vouchers
12th St. at Storey Ave.

Value Pack Fresh

Ground Beef

99

Log House Flake

Gold Leaf Cherry

Coconut

Pie Filling

9

14 oz.

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES

C1500 Silverado
'17,443.00
— 3,465.41

List Price
Discount & Rebate

Your Price

Log House

Pie Shells

Choc. Flavor Chips

09

$8,316"

Banquet

Fresh Crisp

Lettuce

VALUE

$9

Your Price
NIP

List Price
Discount & Rebate

48511

Your Price $10

64095

Sausage or Pepperoni

Potatoes
$199

Pizza Rolls

99

6 oz.

Pepsi Cola
2 Liter Products

RC Cola

12 Pk. Can Products
•:•:.

$299
Ginger Evan

Pancake Mix

.2 In Stock to Choose From
32 oz.

company."

99'
Maple Ridge

a

,„,,ItETPEPPERS
Gee.

410.•

milYlter

88'

41%.

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck

41'

Banquet

Red or White Russet

1992 Geo
Storm GSI

'11,411.00
— 1,925.89

'Several In Stock

7 oz.

Mixed Vegetables

Stock #92165
Stock #93011

•

Wylwood Frozen Corn or

DAYS

#111111M1111._

Pot Pies

•:SP3:•

20 Lb.

'14,530.00
— 3,889.05

For

8 oz.

•

Mr.. VW

Stock #92121

1993 Chevrolet
S10 Tahoe

Sour Cream & Dip
2 $

0.100011f

FALL

List Price
Discount & Rebate

Prairie Farms

20 oz

For

'Short Wheel Base
Silverado

1/2 GaL

ookie Dough
$1 49

2 88
Stock #92294

79'

Homo.-2%-Skim Milk
'
l
$1.°916

3 Lb $1

s
•V

12 oz.

Prairie Farms

•

9,924.00
- 1,607.17

List Price
Discount & Rebate

Banner

Margarine Spread

14°1 992 Chevrolet
Gavalier VL Coupe

1.9

21 oz. $

.0z.89'

7534563

14elkil 992 Chevrolet

b.

Pancake
Syrup

600 Tyson Ave. • Hwy. 79S • Paris, TN lacismoble
3229
642-3900 • 1-800-325manufacturer to dealer incentives Taxes tide and

99

retains any
Legal Mumbo Jumbo AN once' after rebate. dealer
administration fees additional

24 oz.

•

•

-

• .••••:..- .?!..7•••.•

Grogan's Country

Sausage
16 oz.

$149
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COMMENTARY

Oct. 27th will be
remembered as
'Gloomy Tuesday'

Mahoney, Racers will part company after season
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lodger a Times Sports Editor

There are days when being
a sports writer is the best
job in the world. Like getting on a plane bound for
Milwaukee filled with your
alma mater's basketball team.
Or, standing on the sidelines
or sitting courtside for a
classic contest.
But perhaps the best is
Just being close to people in
the sports world who you
respect for what they do and
how they do it.
On the other hand, there
are days when all is not a
trip to the NCAA Tournament or a regional
championship.
Tuesday was one of those
days.

op

Steve
PARKER

Ledger & Toles Sports Editor
The day started with a fax
from the Murray State athletic department saying that a
press conference was being
called "concerning the MSU
football program."
How hard is it to guess
might be UniverVo hat that
sities don't call press conferences to announce the next
game is at night.
The press conference wrote
another chapter in the history
of Murray State football and
sad no matter what side of
the fence you sat on.
Was it good for the football program to discontinue
its association with Mike
Mahoney? Yes. Was it difficult to see a good man
announce he's finished to a
roomful of reporters, his
staff and a handful of
cameras? Yes again.
Mahoney will be missed in
this community. We're going
to have to find another
whipping boy, someone we
can point a finger at and
someone the university can
use as its pressure release.
As long as Mahoney was
at Murray State, its employees had the luxury of always
having somebody that was
doing a worse job than they
were.
There were many "other"
circumstances surrounding his
demise, but the numbers
were there. It's better for the
community, the university
and, yes, Mahoney to part
company.
Mahoney will be missed at
Murray State. There are few
on the campus who cared
more about the university
and its students than
Mahoney. He's the poster
boy for perseverance. He
shrugged off the jokes and
the rumors and focused on
the job at hand.
As he put it once, "The
only two rumors that aren't
going around about me are
that I'm queer or a drug
addict."
Tuesday, Oct. 27 was a
glorious day for some, but
sad for others. If you had
the pleasure of knowing him,
you'd be an "other."
• • • •
Gloomy Tuesday ended
with two girls' soccer games.
Some would say that's
depressing enough, but some
should see these girls compete just once.
You don't have to be a
big soccer fan to recognize
athletic ability, determination
and character. I'm not, yet I
do.
Character was tested Tuesday night and it passed on
both the Calloway County
and Murray High sidelines at
Marshall County High School
in Draffenvilk.
It was one of those times
II TURN TO PAGE 13

MICHAEL BANKS/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State's Mike Mahoney will coach his last game as the
Racer head coach Nor. 21 against Western Kentucky.

Mike Mahoney's Tuesday
press luncheon is usually interesting, but never as interesting as
the most recent.
After talking about the upcoming Tennessee Tech game Mahoney announced to a Racer Room
filled with members of the media
that the Western Kentucky game
would be his last.
Mahoney's six -year head
coaching stint at Murray State
started with optimism when he
took over for Frank Burner in
1987 after Burner led the Racers
to an OVC title the year before.
The program, suffering through
two-straight losing seasons plus
the current 2-5 campaign, has
been steadily on the decline
amidst budget cuts and public
apathy.
"The last two and a half years

the seniors, will not return next
have not been as successful as we
had planned or wanted," said season.
"I have asked two things of our
Mahoney, as he read from his
own prepared statement. "As the players: go to class and practice
head football coach, I am ulti- and play hard on Saturdays,"
mately responsible for everything Mahoney told the press. "They
that occurs in this program."
are Racers and nothing less is
His 2-5 record midway through acceptable."
Mahoney informed his coachthe 1992 season landed him in a
meeting with Dr. Ronald Kurth, ing staff Monday afternoon and
the university president. After then his players that night before
two meetings with Kurth on the evening practice.
"When he told us, he just came
Monday, Mahoney reached a
"mutual agreement" with the right out with it," senior offensive guard Marcus Perry said
university.
It is unclear the exact grounds after Tuesday's practice. "We
of Mahoney's departure, but were all in awe.
"I'm thankful that he's not a
Mahoney, in the fourth year of a
five-year contract, said Tuesday, quitter and give up on us. But I
knew he wouldn't."
"I did not resign."
"1 had an idea that it was going
Terms of the contract settlement were not released on Tues- to happen," said standout freshday. "That should come from Dr. man defensive end Anthony
Hutch. "It's a little shocking
Kurth," the coach said.
the
out
finish
will
Mahoney
remaining four games, and like • TURN TO PAGE 13

HIGH SCHOOL SOCCER

Murray's winning
streak, season end
with loss to Marshall

Lady Lakers see
season end with
3 penalty kicks

By STEVE PARKER

By STEVE PARKER

Murray Ledger a Times Sports Editor

Murray Ledger a Times Sports Editor

DRAFFENV1LLE — Calloway
County battled tooth-and-nail for
110 minutes Tuesday night only
to see their season end on three
free kicks.
After one scoreless overtime
and one scorless sudden death
period, the Lady Lakers and St.
Mary went into a shootiout tied
2-2 in the first round of the First
Region Girls' Soccer Tournament. St. Mary knocked in three
shots to Calloway's two to take a
pressure-packed 3-2 victory.
"Penalty kicks are a horrible
way to end it," Lady Laker head
coach Jeff Enoch said after the
heartbreaker. "That's the first PK
(penalty kick) game I've been
through as a player or coach.
That's more pressure than in any
other sport."
The shootout gives five players
from each team one chance to
score from 10 yards away with
Just the goalkeeper to stop them.
Calloway's Kadonna Randolph
and Jennifer Dowdy made the

DRAFFENVILLE — Game in
and game out, Murray High's
Lady Tiger soccer team has
brought out the best in each
opponent as they reeled off 14
straight victories.
That winning streak ended
Saturday, and worse, the season
ended Tuesday night at Marshall
County High School.
Marshall's Kim Johnson scored
three goals to give Marshall a 4-1
victory over tournament-favorite
Murray in the first round of the
First Region Girls' Soccer
Tournament.
"You feel bad for the girls,"
Lady Tiger head coach John
Gressler said as his team was
having trouble swallowing the
bitter loss. "They had a great season and they can hold their heads
high."
As the season progressed, the
Lady Tigers' fortunes started to
head south, particularly with injuries. Those bad fortunes peaked
Tuesday night.

STEVE PARKER/Ledger a Times photo

loss in
Calloway's Carrie Bell (#20) heads the ball to a teammate during the Lady Lakers' overtime
le.
Draffenvil
at
nt
Tourname
Region
First
Tuesday's

NI TURN TO PAGE 13

II TURN TO PAGE 13

Tigers take care of business with 7-1 win over Caldwell
By MICHAEL BANKS
Murray Lodger a Times Stott Writer

It was business as usual for the Murray High soccer
team in their first-round district win over Caldwell County
Tuesday night at Ty Holland Stadium.
The Tigers, now 15-5, scored three goals early in the
second half in notching a 7-1 win over pesky Caldwell
County, who closed out the season at 6-12-1.
For the Second District's top seed, Murray, the win puts
them in Thursday night's 7:30 championship match at Ty
Holland against Marshall County, who beat Calloway
County 3-2 in four overtimes.
"We played good, considering that we weren't that moti-

vated and pumped up," said Murray senior midfielder Russ
Adkins, who had two goals in Tuesday's win. "We're just
taking a business-like approach. We weren't that fired up
tonight, but we'll be ready Thursday.
After seeing his Tigers post easy 5-0, 7-1 wins over
Caldwell earlier in the season, Murray coach James Weatherly said there was a little concern about his team overlooking the visiting Tigers, who are only in their fifth year
of playing organized soccer.
"You're always concerned about it," he said. "We didn't
have a lot of intensity out there tonight, but our guys are
ready to play. They know what they have to do at this
point in the season."
Sophomore forward Roman Shapla got Murray off on

the right foot as he scored the first two goals in Tuesday's
win. The first came on an assist from Darren Gantt, as his
second came on a putback of a David Gressler shot, which
bounced off the Caldwell goalkeeper's chest to an open
Shapla.
Adkins conversion off of a penalty kick sent the Tigers
into the lockerroom with a 3-0 lead.
Freshman forward Steven Crouch started the Murray
scoring in the second half when he connected on a put
back, as Gressler, again, had another shot bounce off the
Caldwell goalkeeper's hands to an open teammate. Adkins
came back 5 minutes later with a score off of the left wing.
• TURN TO PAGE 13

Marshals' 35-yard miracle shot
puts an end to Calloway season
remaining in the fourth overume "1 was up a little in front of the
sudden-death period, Marshall goal, and it just kept sailing on
Murray Lodger II Times SIMI Wreer
forward Jamie Blossom's 35-yard
me."
sideline
right
the
from
kick
Miller said he thought BlosMarshall County stuffed their
outstretched
the
over
just
floated
shot was a "crossing pass"
som's
in
garb
usual orange-and-white
hands of Hart to put an end to since it had backspin on the ball.
out
brought
instead
and
trunk,
the
Tuesday's marathon, which lasted
"Paul did a good job tonight,"
their new white-on -white uni3 hours. The win sends the
nearly
said of his junior goalkMiller
Calagainst
match
forms for their
Marshals, now 10-6, into Thurs- eeper, who posted nine shutouts
loway County in Tuesday night's
day night's championship match, during the season and had seven
opening round of the Second Diswhile Calloway ends the season saves in Tuesday's contest. "It
trict soccer tourney at Ty Holland
with a 10-9-2 mark.
was just a heck of a shot."
Stadium.
said Calloway
shame,"
a
"It's
For the first 40 minutes, it was
Walker
Don
Marshall coach
coach Bill Miller, whose squad is all Calloway as they took a 1-0
Marsthe
were
uniforms
the
said
in 6 seasons against Mar- lead into the lockerroom thanks
hals' "White Knights" look. winless
the closest we've to junior forward Beau Jones goal
"That's
shall.
Paul
goalkeeper
Stretch Calloway
beating them."
to
come
ever
midway through the first half, off
Hart's hands two inches more
Marshall
4-0
to
fell
Calloway
assist by Eric Johnson.
an
been
and Walker may very well
first game of the season
their
"I
in
thought we were pretty well
Night".
"Fright
saying
left
the
Marshals
by
edged
were
said Miller, whose
and
prepared,"
With Halloween lurking
season
regular
other
18 shots on goal.
their
up
in
rang
1-0
squad
upset
an
around the corner,
game just over a month ago. This "All year long our defense has
minded Calloway County squad
Marshals 108 held us together, but we came out
put a mighty, big scare in Mar- time it took the
shot to flat in the second half and gave
miracle
a
and
minutes
batnight,
Tuesday
shall County
Lakers.
the
them two goals early."
beat
tling for 108 minutes. before fallit,"
for
ready
wasn't
just
"I
ing 3-2 in the fourth overtime.
Hart said after Tuesday's match.
TURN TO PAGE 13
With less than 2 minutes

By MICHAEL BANKS

,

MICHAEL RANKS/edge( a Times photo

Calloway's Eric Johnson (R9) and Marshall County's David
Mathis battle for control of the ball during the second half of the
Lakers' season-ending district loss.
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•Mahoney,Racers will part...
FROM PAGE 12

though. I don't think they gave
him a chance. He's a good man,
tries hard and he never gives up."
Hutch, one of the prize recruits
in Mahoney's last recruiting
class, said he considered leaving
the team when he heard the news.
"I thought about going somewhere else but I'm settled here."
Kurth has named MSU professor of chemistry Karl Hussung to
chair a search committee that
hopes to have Mahoney's
replacement in place by
Christmas.
"We want the new coach to be
able to meet with team and make
some contact before they leave

for the break," Strickland said.
Mahoney stated dissatisfactions with the university's handling of the football budget and
decision to de-emphasize football. Also, he pointed to the disloyalty of a former assistant as
threatening his position on campus and the community.
"One assistant last year was
trying to get my job," the coach
said. "It had to have a subversive
reaction on the team. He undermined my position and he was
led to believe he had a chance at
this job.
"Had he not quit he would've
been fired."

vanessa Sammons (#12) battles a Marshall County
defender for
the ball during the Marshals' 4-1 upset win over
Sammons and
her Lady Tiger teammates.

III Tigers take...
FROM PAGE 12
Gressler, who had three assists
on the night, fed Adkins.
Murray increased the lead to
6-0 midway through the second
half when Gressler scored.
Sophomore forward Joel Johnson
would account for the Tigers'
final score when he put back
Michael Hornback's attempted
shot.
Caldwell scored their lone goal

ay'S
his
Ihich
wen
gers

rray
put
the
kins
,ing.

Id

Nit

NI Oct....
FROM PAGE 12
when a sideline pass offered
a great view to two excellent games, but also an
exposure to the emotions of
40 young ladies, several old
coaches and a few parents.
Despite 190 minutes of
soccer, both the Lady Lakers
and Lady Tigers finished
their season. The tears said
that each team was not
ready to end it.
Calloway lost a pressure packed one-goal decision to
St. Mary in a shootout and
Murray saw its season ended
by Marshall far short of the
desired destination.
About the worst part of
this job is going up to an
athlete or coach, whose pain
is obvious, and asking what
happened in the game, or
how does it feel?
Sometimes it's best to not
interview the athletes or
coaches at all. It's not only
pointless, but it's not easy to
ask intelligent questions
under the circumstances.
Consequently, there weren't
many player interviews Tuesday night in Draffenville.

Good service,
good coverage,
good price-

"If we go out 6-5 we can send
the coach out hght," Perry said.
"Everybody is expecting us to
roll over and play dead. That's
insane."

of the night with a little over 5
minutes left in Tuesday's match,
when midfielder Reese Miller
scored.
The lone dark news of the
night for Murray came early in
the game when sophomore midfielder John Key went out with
an ankle injury. Weatherly wasn't
sure if Key would be able to play
in
Thursday
night's
championship.

with the Lakers' rally.
"You have to give our team
credit. In the past, we would have
gotten down and given up four
goals instead of two and been out
of the game. But tonight we hung
in there, battled back and gained
a lot of respect," he said.
The two squads would battle
through two 10-minute overtime
periods, and an additional 5-minute sudden-death overtime,
before Blossom's kick late in the
fourth extra period ended the
game.
Had the game been tied after
the fourth period, the two squads
would have went to a shoot out;
something Miller was hoping for.
"I thought we had a better
goalkeeper than they did. We
were just hoping to make it
another two minutes."

011.0.ft.

i

nsurance.
"State Fans Inairanct Compantes
Home ekes Bloommgton Utnoia

III Murray's winning...

FROM PAGE 12
first two shots for the Lady Lakers, which put them ahead 2-1.
St. Mary missed its second kick
and Calloway's Carrie Bell was
denied by the goalkeepei to keep
the score 2-1. Calloway wouldn't
find the net on their next two
kicks and St. Mary won the game
when their final two kicks found
their way past Lady Laker keeper
Mitzi Rickman.
The strain during the shootout
was immense and not enjoyable
for either team. Calloway's Randolph said it was probably the
most pressure she's ever been
under. "I never thought I'd have
to do it."
While she had one kick, she
sympathized with Rickman, who
was all alone in the nets for five
St. Mary blasts. Randolph
wouldn't trade places.
"I've played goalkeeper, it's no
ride in the sun."
"If you stop any as a goalkeeper you're doing great," Enoch
said of Rickman, who made one
diving save. Unfortunately, the
best shot of the night, a rocket to
the far right corner, was the
game-winner.
Calloway practiced penalty
kicks the day before, and Enoch
said he just told his girls to concentrate on the back corner. He
sympathized with the three girls
who missed shots in the shootout,

is now carrying
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"Let me analyze your
insurance needs with a free
Family Insurance Checkup.99

Jane Rogers
305 N. 12th St.
Murray
753-9627

which cruelly forces the pressure
on one player to win it or lose it
more that) any other sport.
"None of these girls have anything to be ashamed of," Enoch
said after consoling his devastated team. "If the worst thing
they ever do is miss a PK I'll be
happy."
The shootout was forced when
neither team scored in the first
overtime, two 10-minute halves,
or the sudden death, two fiveminute halves.
St. Mary, which led 2-1 early
in the second half, had Calloway
pinned against its own goal for
most of the second half. But with
12 minutes remaining, sophomore
Tracey West pushed the ball past
the St. Mary keeper to tie the
score and force overtime.
"We fought real hard to come
back," Enoch explained. "We
played 110 strong minutes. The
whole game went back-and-forth.
We dominated the first half and
they dominated the second."
Calloway, ending its season
6-11-1, trailed 1-0 in the early
going before junior Jennifer
Dowdy chipped a ball over the
keeper's head to tie the game at
1-1 in the first half.

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE

car
FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

CASH DISCOUNTS
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
SAME DAY DELIVERY
NO WAITING FOR CALL BACK

LAKE REGION PROPANE GAS
Hwy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(1) 354-8011
„Mk

First Annual

Midnight
Madness
At midnight on October 31, the MSU men's basketball team will
hold its first practice session of the 1992-93 season. The doors
open at 10:30 p.m., with the fun beginning at 11:00 p.m.

WIN $50 CASH

Slam Dunk Contest

$45

Open to all MSU Students

Holland Tire Company
753-560h

,NtUIDAMCI

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.

$43

Armstrong — Built Better, Costs Less

•OA

State Farm
Insurance Companies
Home Offices. Bloomington, Illinois

CALL ME.

Two contests for MSU Students will also be held.

$42

!!!!! I

(Next to Cestory 21)

$40

-30,000 mho warranty
•Free mount and computer balance
-Road hazard and workmanship warranty
-90 days same as cash

East main & Industrial Rd.

sesta.

NHL

FROM PAGE 12
Murray finally got on the
Prior to the game, defensive
board with 31:30 to play when
Jill Miller rebounded a shot past
standout Sarah Snyder was carried off the field during warmups 'the Lady Marshal goalkeeper.
after aggrivating a leg injury. The
Instead of falling back into a
game hadn't started and already
defensive shell, Marshall continued to pressure the Lady Tiger
the Lady Tigers were put in a
goal and it paid off with less than
hole.
15 minutes to play when Johnson
Gressler refused to make Snyder's loss an issue. "We beat Mar- scored the clincher for the Lady
Marshals. .
shall without her and Vanessa
(Sammons) so you can't say that
Murray finished the game with
numerous shots on the Marshall
it cost us."
Although he did say it didn't goal, but couldn't find the net.
help the Lady Tigers' frame of
Murray, finishing at 14-2, was
mind.
Marshall put the Lady Tigers beaten for the first time all seain a bigger hole right out of the son by the Lady Marshals, now
12-3-1. Murray had beaten Margate when Johnson scored off a
rebounding corner kick. Seven shall twice before this season and
minutes later she scored again to downed the Lady Marshals in last
put MCHS up 2-0 early in the year's district final.
game.
"I wish I had the answers,"
Stunned, the Lady Tigers man- Gressler
said. "Maybe we peaked
aged to finish out the half just at the wrong
time and went flat at
two goals down.
the end of the season. We really
"I thought we'd be in good haven't
played well the last four
shape if we could just get that
games."
first goal," Gressler said. "And I
really wasn't that worried about
For most of the Lady Tigers,
being down 2-0."
however, it was just a matter of
When Marshall's Mary Nell inches. Good shots went out of
Roberts made it 3-0 four minutes bounds or over the Lady Marshal
into the second half, it was time goal when the ball came off the
to worry.
foot wrong. Passes that normally
At the same time, Roberts' made it through the defense were
goal seemed to snap the Lady sent back by the Lady Marshal
Tigers out of their funk. Like defense.
they had all season, Murray
"We just needed a little bit of
began assaulting the opponents' luck tonight," the coach pointed
goal.
out.

Holland Tire Company

155-80-13
165410-13
175-80-13
185-80-13

Like a good neighbor.
State Farm Is there.

That's
State Farm

II Lady Lakers...

III Marshals'35-yard...
FROM PAGE 12
Marshall's Marshall Ray
scored from the right side to tie
the game at 1, and then came
back moments later with his second goal to push the Marshals to
the 2-1 lead.
But Calloway rallied, as Mitch
McClain's goal off a Johnson
assist from the right side tied the
game and brought a large Laker
crowd to their feet.
For Johnson, who is the
school's all-time assist leader, it
was his second of the night and
an exclamation point on a stellar
night for the senior, Miller said.
"I thought Eric played the best
game of his career tonight," said
Miller, who was also pleased

After the two-hour press conference, Mahoney turned towards
preparing his team for Saturday's
contest. Mahoney is considered a
player's coach and his team is
going to do it's best to send him
out a winner.

Call 762-6800 to register

Basketball Costume Contest

The best costume, with a basketball theme,Is worth
$50. You could be Coach
Edgar, a cheerleader, your br.fortte Racer, etc.

Admission is FREE to all MSU Students
Admission 82.00 or 81.00
Canned Good To Be Donated To Needling

Plus

GO MU RACERS!!
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ICA Butter

Basted
10-14 Lb. Avg. Pop-Op Times

TURKEYS
Limit 1 With Purchase

Lb.
$1.69

Lb.
Weans Pk. 3/$41.51

Lb. $1.59
Rams Pk. 3/$4129

iles

Value

99'
Boneless

56 Size
Washington
State
Red Delicious

SIRL
TIP STEAK

59

APPLES

UD

Kraft Crape 32 Oz. lar

JELLY or JAM

SAVE
50'
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Layaway Now For Christmas - FREE Gift Wrapping
Impress your guests with cookies made with Brown Bag
Cookie Art Molds'

DR, STUART A. NAULTY
DR, MARY BOLTON

The Panhandler
753-5619

Bel-Air Center

Specializing in medical and surgical
correction of foot disorders
Hours Monday thru Friday (9-5)
Wednesday until 6:00 p.m.

908C South 12th St.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

PAUL DAILEY

KIDS EAT

FREE!
Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.

Trick or Treat Specials
at the Tole Gate
Ceramic, Wood, Ribbon, Stencils, Iron-Ons, etc.

Do You Think All
Fine Jewelry Is Just
TOO EXPENSIVE?

t_.

(Sale excludes books & hand painted shirts)

Tole Gate
Your Entrance to the World of Crafts
and Decorative Painting

Shop Ward's Leather
& Jewelry
And Be Surprised!

920-A S. 12th Bel-Air Shopping Center 759-1042
Chad Canter
Janice Canter

046.11

Murray Laundry Center

Bel-Air Center
753-0440

753-7653
753-3509
753-8702
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY •

50/0 Off All Halloween Items

Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely
FREE. Only two children per paying
adult.

Washers

75° Per Load

JEAN BIRD

BOB PERRIN, GRI

We offer a wonderful selection of 10 & 14K gold
and precious stones at very affordable prices.

Cluster Ring

10 & 14K Gold
Chains

1 Ct.

$420'm

Save

50% to 70%

Tennis Bracelet

Over Suggested Retail

$88900
2 Ct.

Dry Cleaning • Coln Op-Laundry • Alterations
Laundry Service

50c lb.

Sun. 9 a.m.-10p.m.
Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
Owner: Kathy Coleman
759-2570

ilk Wards Leather S Jewelry
920
S. 12th, Bel-Alr Center 759-1616
Mon.-Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-4

-b

SEARS
CHIPPER/SHREDDER

TIME TO

TE
RA
CO
RERegDE
al Wall Satin
Best Flat Latex
A Bewitching Bouquet
Halloween BOO•QUET

$2inr

Per Gal.

Large Selection In•Stock Wallcoverings
Seabrook

Pro-Saver ,4u
Drywall
Primer
features a Briggs & Stratton° engine.
Pius FREE
Accessories

Also In stock 5 EP
Save '100"

$1099

30% Off
All Others 259

Off
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Hours:
M-Th. 8 a.m..] p.m.
Fri. d Sat 8 a.m -8 pm.

Prices Good
Oct. 28 null
Nov. 3

IFococli

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

14st
9
,

9eutoe

qtxdoe

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

9edie4

We Accept Food Stamps - We RIPS•fV• The Right To Lima Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
U.S. Choice Whole

Grade 'A' Frozen

Ribeye
$299

'Otintry Style

Eckrich
Smoky Link

Lb.

Spare

Sausage
Reg or Lite
lr!e

Sliced Free

Ribs
$1

Pork

79
Lu

$139

$1

Country

Lb
49

$ •

Owen's Best Family Pack

Beef

Ground Chuck

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

89! 79c
Am our

L, s

Chili

Fruit
Cocktail

89`

Sausage

1

Hyde Park Grade 'A'

59

A 1

Steak

Lb

I

69c

Sauce
in o:

4P1'
Soft & Gentle

Bathroom Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.59°

Great Northern, Pinto,
Navy & Mixed Beans

Sealtest All Flavors

$ 1 99
I
1/2 gal.
of llinois Woe Kernel or CS
0
9
16 oz. 2/7

Ice Cream
Corn

Prairie Farms

1 89
2/89
$

gal.

Allen Italian Cut
16 oz.

Maxwell House

Conola Oil
79
48 oz. $

Coffee

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Dr. Pepper, $e199
Mt. Dew, Diet Mt. Dew 12 pk.

L

Sweet

Van Camps
73/4 oz
Kraft Deluxe Mac. &

Cheese Dinner

I

American

Cheese
$289

28 oz. Squeeze

I

Brawny Single Roll

Paper Towels

'
69

Sour Cream

'
8 oz 59

Bush's 15 oz

Chili Hot Beans
Ragu Homestyle

Spaghetti Sauce

California
Cello Pack

BBQ Chicken

Baked Ham

lettuce

Owen's Best
Storemade
Hot ot

$269
Lb

•

99

Owens Best

eto Cleese

Lb.

3/$ 1 00

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Lb

•

$139

16 oz
Del Monte Tomato

Ketchup

$1 99

32 oz

Hyde Park

14 oz•

Van Camps

Mayonnaise

69

$

28 oz.

I

PIOChiee

$1 89

$399

2/$ 1 00

Beanee Weenie

glett
9 Pcs

$ 1 19

Chicken & Dumplings

Pork & Beans

1 69

Hellman's Real

oz.

e

13 oz.

Broccoli

Florida

Oranges

9c
6
$
$3 59Hd
18 Size

4 Lb.

59

ag

Owens Best

Fancy Lg.
Bell

Home Grown
Sweet

Turkey Breast

Peppers

Potatoes

L

$299 39' 4

Lb $

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Some
employees of Lourdes Hospital
have filed a petition with the
National Labor Relations board
to decertify a union there.
The petition, hand-delivered to
the Memphis, Tenn., NLRB
office, asked the board to hold a
vote on whether the International
Association of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers should be
ousted at Lourdes.
The NLRB dismissed a decertification petition filed in August
because a year hadn't passed
since the last decertification
election.
In the last decertification vote
in October 1991, Lourdes
employees voted to keep the
IAM. Less than two months later,
the union went on strike and 230
people are still striking.
Lourdes President Gerald
LaGesse says about 700 people in
the bargaining unit are working at
the hospital.
LaGesse says if the union is
ousted, workers on strike will be
eligible for re-employment at
Lourdes.
James Patmorc, a Lourdes
employee who signed the petition, said it is a group effort by
"an overwhelming majority" of
the hospital's bargaining unit.
But Keith Bradley, president of
IAM Local 2770, says "people
just have to make up their own
minds inside the hospital."

1 79

Lb

Lb

As transportation and communication channels draw the peoples of
the world closer together, Murray
State University's Center for International Programs will encourage
international awareness with an
open house for faculty and administrators Nov. 18.
The annual event will take place
from 3 to 5 p.m. in the lobby of
Ordway Hall on campus. Members
of Murray State's international
programs committees will prepare
refreshments typical of the foreign
countries in which the university
offers teaching opportunities. Also,
information on other activities and
resources available to all faculty,
such as membership on the international committees, will be provided.
Marcie Johnson, interim director
for the Center for International
Programs at Murray State, said
participating faculty and administrators will be informed of MSU's
exchange programs with other universities around the world, including institutions in Australia, Belize,
China, Costa Rica, England, Finland, France, Germany and Kenya.
Johnson said international faculty
who are visiting MSU this semester
will be available to share their
experiences.
The Kentucky Institute for International Studies and the Cooperative Center for Studies in Britain
will also be represented at the open
house. These organizations offer
teaching and study abroad opportunities in such countries as Mexico,
Austria, Spain, Italy, Scotland and
Ireland.
Faculty members can greatly
benefit from teaching in other countries, she said. "The experience of
being in any other country makes us
more alert because of the sheer
strangeness of it," she said. "It
provides an immense emphasis on
reality that we as U.S. citizens are
part of a much larger world."
Persons interested in the teaching
or study abroad programs at Murray
State should contact Marcie Johnson at the MSU Center for International Programs at(502)762-4152.

Lourdes' employees
file labor petition

Wesson Veg., Corn,

1

16 oz. 3/89°

Fried Chicken

Lb

I

Spaghetti

79
$2

Bush

Owen's Famous

1 39

Ronco
Reg or In •
7 oz

Lb

Whole Milk
Gal $ 199

Green Beans

Fryer Breast

With Pop Up Timer 9 lb to 20 Lb.

oz

Milk

39

USDA Grade 'A' Seaboard Farms

Turkey

Flay 0 Rich

%

Lb

,4

Owen's Best Family Pack
Ground

0
99

Turkey Breast

Chops

MSU International
program will host
open house Nov. 18
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GREAT GIFT IDEAS...
Merlin N. Washer
Merlin N. Washer, 84, Rt. 7, Mrs. Patty L. Suiter and husband,
Box 44, Murray, died Tuesday at David, Clarksville, Tenn.; one
9:11 a.m. at Murray -Calloway son, Bobby M. Washer and husband, Lanette, Puryear, Tenn.;
County Hospital.
grandchildren, Dana
three
had
he
farmer,
A retired
received his teaching degree from Washer, Murray, Bobby W.
Murray State Teachers College in Washer, Hazel, and Serena L.
1929. He was of United Method- Berry, Clarksville; three stepist faith and was an Air Force grandchildren, Lamont Copeland,
Wayne Copeland and David Ryan
veteran of World War II.
Born Nov. 13, 1907, in Callo- Suiter.
Services will be Thursday at
way County, he was the son of
11
a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Dixie
and
Washer
the late Will
Nix Washer. One sister, Mrs. Funeral Home of Murray. Dr.
Anna Washer Kelly, also pre- Jerry Jeffords will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
ceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
Mrs. Polly McCullough Washer,
after 4 p.m. today
home
on
married
was
to whom he
(Wednesday).
March 1, 1950; one daughter,

Mrs. Clara M. Fitts
Mrs. Clara M. Fitts, 84, of 509
North Fifth St., Murray, died
Tuesday at 11:10 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church.
Her husband, Rudy Fitts, died
in 1978. She also was preceded
in death by one son, Eddie Bruce
Fitts; one sister, Mrs. Codelle
Pittman; and two brothers, Cletous Cohoon and Thomas (Tip)
Cohoon.
Born Feb. 13, 1908, in Calloway County, she was the daught-

er of the late Charlie Cohoon and
Attie Lassiter Cohoon.
Mrs. Fitts is survived by one
sister, Mrs. Cozy Garland and
husband, Bernice, Rt. 1, Murray;
two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Flossie
Fitts and Mrs. Esther Cohoon,
Murray; several nieces, nephews
and cousins.
The funeral will be Friday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Burial will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).

Mrs. Lona Garland
Services for Mrs. Lona Garland were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. John Dale officiated.
Jerry Bolls directed the song
service.
Pallbearers were O.B. Garland,
Floyd Garland, Billy Gene Garland, Paul Garland, Calvin Hall
and Charlie Burkeen.
Burial was in Barnett
Cemetery.
Mrs. Garland, 91, Murray, died

Tuesday at 12:30 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home.
She was a member of Friendship Church of Christ. Her husband, Sonnie Garland, died in
1976.
Survivors include two sistersin-law, Mrs. Eula Mae Garland
and Mrs. Clara Hutchens, Murray; two brothers-in-law, Marvin
Garland and wife, Pauline, Almo,
and O.B.(Bub) Garland and wife,
Ada, Murray; several nieces and
nephews.

Husband acquitted of murdering wife
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NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) — A
jury deliberated five hours before
clearing a man charged in the
death of his wife.
Fort Thomas businessman Gerald Kaufman hugged his lawyer
after the jury's verdict was
announced Tuesday in Campbell
County Circuit Court.
Karen Kaufman disappeared
after leaving her home at 3:30
a.m. March 9, 1991. She left a
note saying she was going to see
her mother-in-law. Her body was
found in her car two days later
with two plastic bags tied over
her head.
In the 12-day trial, the defense
argued that Kaufman did not kill
his wife, but that she committed
suicide. They supported their
case with testimony from psy
chiatrists, pathologists and state

HOG MARKET
Irolsrdills4s blarbel Plass Ilarsbes Od N MO
1244414dy Firelsers Arse IsIblarbd &portisebsiks 3
Ibsen aslisas ItsdistmAd 3117„ E.IN Berrobs•
Iwo ewer SIS
,Sums usder 231
GUIs .11..75 Laws'
1.11.1.1 bower
130.1134114/
US 1.2 1311-2341 lbs.
136.3•311.141
.
US 1.2 211.331 lb.
11311.144.30-411
LS 3.3 136-144 ISA
S311.111.31LOS
US 3.4 30.320 lb..
Sums
S3S.1141.31.M1
US 1.2 271-3341 lb.
1131.441.33.1104
US 1-3 140-4141 lb.
13L00-33.S41
US 1-3 *WEL; lbs.
S3LI1.37JO
US 1-3 OS sod op
420.1036.40/1
US 34 101.1114 lb.
Orr, towdltp 1341.4.3L4111

rnents that Mrs. Kaufman made
to friends.
Prosecutors argued that Kaufman killed his wife because he
did not want to split his money
and business after she filed for
divorce.
"To say it was an ordeal just
doesn't do it justice. It's has been
a long, drawn-out process, and
I'm glad it's over with," said
Kaufman, 53. "I thank the jurors
for coming through with a good
verdict — an honest, honest
verdict."
Relatives and friends of Mrs.
Kaufman sat stunned. Several of
them comforted the Kaufmans'
two oldest daughters, Mindy and
Kim, who had testified against
their father and sat crying
hysterically.
Jurors said they were split
when they began deliberations at
2 p.m. Tuesday. But they decided
after five hours of studying the
evidence that the prosecutor,
assistant commonwealth attorney
Frank Benton IV, failed to prove
the murder charge.
"We put on the best case we
could put on," Benton said.
"The jury made their decision.
They had the evidence, and we
live by their decision. As long as
everybody did their job, we feel
satisfied at the result."

MSU DEPARTMENTS
OF MUSIC AND SPEECH COMUNICATION
AND THEATRE PRESENT
THE SMASH BROADWAY MUSICAL

*Hand Painted Watermelon Pottery
*Halloween Decorations 'Cards • Frames
*Baskets 'Rugs 'Candles

Roy Houston Cruce
Roy Houston Cruet, 73, Princeteon, died Tuesday at 6:19 a.m.
at Regional Medical Center,
Madisonville.
A retired maintenance supervisor for a chemical plant, he was a
member of Northside Baptist
Church and Clinton Lodge No 82
Free and Accepted Masons.
He was the son of the late Fred
Cruce and Cannie Tabor Cruce.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Angie Perrin Cruce; one son,

Ralph
Crittendon
Final rites for Ralph Crittendon
were Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Van Russell
officiated. Music was by W.A.
and Gracie Erwin, singers, and
Cindy Cossey, pianist.
Pallbearers were Dock Lyons,
E.J. Price, Johnny Price, Ronnie
Price, A.G. Hill and Ralph
Ospalski.
Burial was in Chapel Hill
Cemetery.
Mr. Crittendon, 68, Kirksey,
died Saturday at 7:13 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.

Mrs. Charlie
Aldridge
The funeral for Mrs. Charlie
Aldridge will be today at 3 p.m.
in the chapel of Rawls Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn. Elder A.W.
Jackson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Union
Grove Cemetery at Puryear.
Mrs. Aldridge, 66, of 739 Valley Ct., Murray, died Saturday at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
The widow of James Aldridge,
she was a member of Prayer
Tower Church of God in Christ at
Paris, Tenn.
Survivors include one daughter, Debra Aldridge, Murray; four
sons, James Herbert Aldridge and
Roger Aldridge, Lorain, Ohio,
Tilmon Aldridge, Sharon, Tenn.,
and M.C. Aldridge, Paris, Tenn.;
two sisters, Mrs. Audrey Young
and Ms. Ardealis Martin, Metropolis, Ill.; one brother, Curley
Martin, Oberlin, Ohio.
Also surviving are 21 grandchildren and 17 greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Melodean
Mohler
Funeral rites for Mrs. Melodean Mohler were today at 11
a.m. in the chapel of the Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Rusty Ellison and the Rev. Waid
Copeland officiated.
Burial was in Marshall County
Memory Gardens.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of contributions to First
Baptist Church, Benton.
Mrs. Mohler, 64, of Olive
Street, Benton, died Monday at
11:55 a.m. at her home.
Survivors include her husband,
Myrvin H. Mohler; one son, Rick
G. Mohler, Lexington; two
grandsons, Benjamin Mohler and
Daniel Mohler, Shelbyville; her
father, Clatus Copeland, Hardin;
one sister, Mrs. Betty Dotson,
Benton.

Steve Cruce, Lyon County; four
stepdaughters, Mrs. Betty Mitchell, Princeton, Mrs. Rhonda Jarrett, Murray, Mrs. Debbie Huffstuuer, Fredonia, and Mrs. Jan
Phelps, Caldwell County; one sister, Mrs. Minnie Belle Mayes,
Evansville, Ind.; seven grandchildren; one great-grandchild; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Thursday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Morgan's Funeral Home, Princeton.
The Rev. George Neale and the
Rev. Wayne Albertson officiating. Cremation will follow.
Friends may call from 4 to 9
p.m. today (Thursday) at the funeral home, where Masonic rites
will be at 7 tonight.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
former of contributions to Northside Baptist Church Sanctuary
Fund or Chestnut Oak United
Methodist Church of Kuttawa.

Mrs. Judy Davis

—Thariksgiutrig & Christmas Items Arrlutng [Indy—

Only At..

HOLLAND DRUGS
753-1482

Downtown-Court Square
0
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1462
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Re-elect

Sally Alelander
Murray Independent
School Board
Vote November 3rd
P.,1(1 for his In, nits ill SJIls %It timith r. "1.i

I I. Itr•ndiin. I ri.asur4 r.

Final rites for Mrs. Judy Davis
were conducted in the chapel of
East Funeral Home, Texarkana,
Ark., on Wednesday, Oct. 21.
Mrs. Davis, 60, died Saturday,
Oct. 17, at a hospital in Memphis, Tenn.
She was the sister of Dr. Irma
Collins and daughter of Mrs.
Irma Hopkins, new to the Murray
community.
In restmetals Sitecv 18.3 I

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
'Price

Chg

Dow Joon Ind.
DJIA Previous Close.......3235.73
Air Products...--.-.—... 161/1 usc
AT&
441/e unc
Bell Sosstb
Briggs & StraUon..--.- 481/4 unc
Chryster--.-.-.-...-.--.-265/8 • 1/4
1/4
Dean
1/4
Fisher Price.-.-------233/4 • 1/4
Ford Motor.....--.-.--.381/4 - 11/1
+ 1/1
General Electric
Geaeral Motors -.-.--.-311/2 - 7/8
+ 1/2
IB
Ingersoll Raid-----------31 - 1/1
K U Energy.-.--.-.--.- 273/s unc
Kroger.......-.-.--._.__._.-13 + 1/4
+ 1/1
LG&
McDonalds -.-.--.-.--...473/s - 2/s
J.C. Pensey.—.-...-.--... WIs mac
Peoples FIrste.-...-. 313/4/1 321/2A
Quaker Outs...---------..66 vac
Scher1ng•Plough-.-.--.-603/4 - 1/s
Sean
sac
Time Warner..—.-.—..in.+
621/s + 1/4
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Poly
Leal Rake

32 Gal.
Bruiser Trash Can
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polypropokne with 48 wood handle. 72877

shooed lid lets you Fill to capacity 75237

Won't crock, dent or rust Tight fitting, dome
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VOTE YES NOVEMBER 3
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In. x 25 Ft.
Power Tap* Rule
Peak Anti-Freeze
by: DALE WASSERMAN
lyrics by: JOE DAMON
music by: MITCH UEGH

Oct. 29, 30, 31 @ 8:00 p.m.
Nov. 1, 1992 @ 2:00 p.m.
ROBERT E. JOHNSON THEATRE
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 762-4421
OR STOP BY THE BOX OFFICE
MON.-FRI. 8:00 - 4:00

RICK PITINO
Head Basketball Coach/University of Kentucky

Provides year round prolection ogoinst boil
over and Freezing Meets motor auto monu
locturers' specs 1 Gal Gnu

TOp quaky. impact resistant cox sv1i41
hp blade and heavy duty slide lock
Mode in the U.S.A 2030?

tough

I'm VOTING YES November 3 on Constitutional
Amendments Two and Three to give Kentucky a
more effective, efficient government. Please join me
in supporting progress for our great state.
I.

1:11

PAID KM BY VOTE YES POR CHANCE, SHERYL SNYDER TREASURER
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Inc.
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Kentucky senators rank in top
five receiving tobacco contributions
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) - 'including 1988, 1990 and 1992.
Ford, who is being challenged
Kentucky's two U.S. senators
a
in
this election by Republican
ng
in
defended their standi
Williams jumped from
the
David
among
them
shows
that
report
top five congressmen in cam- $576 in 1990 to $59,198 in 1992,
paign contributions from the
the report said.
tobacco industry.
In the report, Public Citizen
ranked
Democrat Wendell Ford
ed Congress of being
accus
third and Republican Mitch
ed to "death money."
addict
McConnell tied for fifth in the
hor of the report, Cliff
co-aut
A
report released Monday by Public
"Congress is as
said,
s,
Dougla
Citizen's Health Research Group
o money as a
tobacc
to
d
addicte
and the Advocacy Institution.
nicotine in his
to
is
smoker
heavy
"There are 96,000 tobacco farros."
Marlbo
mers in Kentucky and it's my
The other co-author, Dr. Sidresponsibility to look out for their
Wolfe, said the report shows
ney
interest." Ford said in a state- "why Congress has done extraorment. "The money I received
dinarily little to combat the
from the industry reflects the fact tobacco epidemic.
I have been able to do a good
"Every time a tobacco-related
job.
is killed by lawmakers, thoubill
"The money from tobacco
sands of Americans die."
crops has meant a college educaThe report says the tobacco
tion for countless Kentucky farm
industry donated $1.7 million to
children."
campaign treasuries of Senate
McConnell pointed out that and House members.
tobacco is vital to the Kentucky_
Between Jan. 1, 1991, and June
economy as a $2 billion annual 30, 1992, senators received
industry and the state's largest
$578,390, and House members
cash crop. He said 60,000 jobs in S1.16 million, the report said.
Kentucky are tied to tobacco
Sen. Robert Kasten, R-Wis.,
through core and supplier
had the most contributions at
businesses.
2, and Sen. Jesse Helms,
$67,65
'I am. concerned about Ken., was second with
R-N.C
tucky jobs, while Public Citizen $60,950.
is another Ralph Nader spin-off
A spokesman for Williams, a
organization funded by rich
Republican state senator from
plaintiffs' lawyers," McConnell Burkesville, criticized Ford for
said in a statement.
accepting more than SI million
The report said Ford received from out-of-state political action
S59,774 and McConnell $49,500. committees.
It also included U.S. Rep. Jim
"(Ford) is beholden to out-ofBunning, R-Ky., who collected
lobbyists," said Brent Yesstate
S12,500 from tobacco political sin, a general campaign consulaction committees for his race
tant for Williams, who Yessin
this year against Dr. Floyd Poore. says also supports Kentucky
The report totals contributions tobacco farmers.
for the last three election cycles,

1103 Northwood

Needfree information on
studentfinancialaid?
Contact:
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority
1050 U.S. 127 South, Suite 102
Franidort, Kentucky 40601-4323
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Derek McCallum, a student in
Mr. Wilson's fourth grade class
at North Calloway Elementary
School, has been selected as a
state winner in the Kentucky
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet's
"Energy - Going in a New
Direction" poster contest. The
official 1993 state energy calendar will include Derek's poster
along with 12 other state
winners.
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In order for Murray State University faculty, staff and students
to participate in the national election, classes will be be dismissed
and administrative offices will be
closed Tuesday, Nov. 3, for Election Day.
Classes will resume and offices
will open Wednesday, Nov. 4.
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L. Lockard, chief of the Standardization Branch, Poultry Division, Agricultural Marketing Service, USDA, Room 3944-South,
Post Office Box 96456, Washington, D.C. 20090-6456.

For

David Morris
750-4960

l Estate
rofesslonal Rea
maj
i
Drive

Eggs need to be refrigerated until cooked
WASHINGTON (AP)- Cartons would have to bear labels
warning consumers to keep eggs
refrigerated until cooking under
proposed regulations designed to
prevent food poisoning caused by
salmonella.
The Agriculture Department
said packers and haulers also
would be required to keep eggs at
45 degrees Fahrenheit or below
after packing and while being
transported.
"The regulation will help prevent the mishandling of eggs by
minimizing the potential for
'temperature abuse' and will
remind users that eggs must be
refrigerated like other raw animal
foods," Daniel D. Haley, administrator of USDA's Agricultural
Marketing Service, said Tuesday.
USDA said it will accept public comment on the proposal over

•

A
Hal Nowa- Braker
753-7655

Ilaleslina
753-7561
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•
Where the pnce and service
makes the pill easier to swallow'

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Babbage predicts record voter turnout
FRANKFORT — Secretary of
State Bob Babbage is predicting a
record number of Calloway
Countians will go to the polls
Nov. 3 due in part to increased
voter registration statewide.
"We expect voter turning on
Nov. 3 to surpass the 70 percent
recorded in the 1980 presidential
election. A majority of new voters tend to go to the polls the
first time after they register,"
Babbage said.
A total of 18,158 Calloway
Countians are registered to vote
in the Nov. 3 general election.
Babbage said 184,301 new voters registered this year setting an
all-time registration record for a
single year.
"Of course, interest and
registration traditionally increase
in presidential election years,"
Babbage said, "but never before
at this level.
"Although registration is very
important, each Kentuckian neetis
to remember that their vote only
counts if they use it," he said.
Additionally, Kentuckians will

elect or re-elect each member of
the House of Representatives and
half of the membership of the
Kentucky Senate.
Three amendments to the Kentucky Constitution are also on the
ballot Nov. 3. Amendment No. I,
commonly referred to as the
"bingo amendment," if passed
would amend the state constitution to permit charitable lotteries
and gift enterprises which are
currently prohibited.
Passage of amendment No. I
would authorize the General
Assembly to enact legislation
permitting and regulating charitable gambling. The procedures
for charitable gaming would
become effective after the passage of such legislation.
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O
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Evory Saturday & Monday
STARTS 7:00 P.M.
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Waskly Specials *

247-8537
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FREE

$30

Amendments two and three, if
passed by voters Nov. 3, would
become effective immediately.
Amendment two would allow
statewide constitutional officers
to serve two successive terms,
require candidates for governor
and lieutenant governor to run as

753-4175
Glendale at WhItnell
9-5:30
Sat.
9-7;
-Fri.
Mon.
Hours:

elections in one year of each
four-year cycle.
Amendment No. 3 calls for the
commissioner of agriculture, state
treasurer and secretary of state to
be appointed by the governor,
rather than elected by the public,
and would allow them to serve
successive terms.
The amendment would also
require state senate approval of
appointments made to state
offices, board and commissions
and would eliminate, beginning
in 1995, the elected offices of
railroad commission, register of
the land office and the superintendent of public instruction.

a team so that one vote would be
cast for both candidates, change
the duties of the lieutenant governor, change the assumption or
gubernatorial powers, change the
way a vancancy is filled in the
governor's office and change the
line of succession when the governor is unable to fulfill the
duties of the office.
Amendment No. 2 would dimiate the register of the land and
superintendent of public instruction offices from the list of
elected state officers. The amendment would also require the state
senate to confirm appointed public officials and would eliminate

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16

DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hospital joins network
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has become a member of Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky's largest managed care network —
the OPTION 2000 family of health
care providers.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is a 216-bed, non-profit, general
hospital in Murray, Kentucky, that
serves a six-county region in southwest Kentucky and northwest Tennessee. The 55-member medical
staff represents 26 medical specialties, with a focus on cardiac care,
obstetrics, general vascular surgery
and cancer treatment.
Bob McIntire, Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Kentucky's vice
president of provider services,
noted the addition of Murray-Callo-

PAGE 1B

Ic.

way County Hospital to its network
will enable Blue Cross customers of
Calloway and surrounding counties
to have increased access to the
insurer's managed care network to
curb the escalating cost of health
care.
OPTION 2000 — one of Blue
Cross and Blue Shield's preferred
provider products — is a cost-effective program that give customers
financial incentives to use a selected
network of preferred health care
providers.

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5. Dizziness
6 Sore Elbows
7. Neck Pain
8. Indigestion

13.
14.
15.
16.

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.

relieve your aches
FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can

This entire examination is FREE.
It you want more care and treatment,
we do all the paperwork

and pains.
e a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will includ
alignment check,an examination
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal
muscle strength and a private
for
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test
.
results
the
s
consultation with the doctor to discus

FREE.

BE
HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY,CANCEL PAYMENT OR
PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT
ING TO THE
DISCLAIMER: OUR OF F CE POLICY PROTECTS YOU:'THE
AS A RESULT OF At40 WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPOND
ED
IS
CH
H
PERFORM
,
Y$
NT
TREATME
OR
ION
, EXAMINAT
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES
ION OR TREATMENT
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINAT

1

CALL for

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Kentucky is the Commonwealth's
largest health insurer, providing
benefits to nearly one million Kentuckians.

I

$30E

your

FREE appointment

NOW!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071

VALU

759-1116
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CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU.
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sINGER ASome

Holiday
Savings

Ingn

M.S.L. $1,499.00

88

Ask About Free GNI

All In Stock Cabinets

159

M.S.L $099.00

488 m.S.L.
0

0

I

I

'10110

$9950
M.S.L. $299.00

349

40.

This Item Cash & Carry

The Illyllete" Machine
Model 4622
25 stitches horn
construction to stretch to
Dial lor easy
decorative
stitch seiection
• Exclusive 6-second
threading II Free WM kir
sawing cuffs and sleeves
II Built-in one step
buttonholer

88

$329.00

0

1

I

0

And Experts Will Be Available To Answer Questions' Hurry! Some Climates Are Limited.

MURRAY
SEWING CENTER
Murray, Ky.

, Instant Credit
MasterCard, Visa, 13111COVW, Cash, Personal Chedt

60 DAY LAYAWAY • NO CHARGE

753-5323

AO.

88
2

M.S.L. $599.00

Over 300 Machines To Choose From • MI Are New In Factory Cartons Each Model Will Be Demonstrated
TER
0
1 0
LOTS MORE TO SEE AT MURRAY SEWING CEN

Bel-Air Center

$

The Free-Arm Sewing
Machine Model 1022
Free-arm for sewing cuffs and
sleeves•Self-threading take-up
lever•Bobbin winds with a touch
of a finger *Three needle positions to sew along edges and
make buttonholes

D•butanta*
Machine
Model 15212
5 popular stitches• Builtin buttonholer • Drop-in
bobbin • Adjusts to
venous fabnc
thicknesses• Free arm
for sewing sleeves• Builtin carrying handle

The Stylist'
Machine Model 9124
Sews 30 stitches•Exclusive
six-second threading•Electronic
LED pattern indicator• Automatic
Tension•Free-arm for sewing
cuffs and sleeves
•Wind-in place bobbin•Onestep buttonholer•Top cover
storage•Built-in carrying handle

M.S.L. $729.00

I

Singer Ultralock
Machin* Modal
14U34
Sews 3-thread overlock
and flat lock stitch plus 4thread mock safety stitch
• Built-in sewing light
• Sews up to 1.300
stitches per minute
• Singer-exclusive free
arm and lay-in threading
• Stitch length adjustment
controls• Narrow rolled
hem plate included
• Carrying handle

Yogic Priraa'-4
Ironing Prams
Gives professional results•Saves time by pressing several
layers simultaneously•Handles large, bulky Items easily•
Thermostatically-controiled heating element supplies even
heat to entire surface • Portable and lightweight

M.S.L. $399.95

I

0

I

I

I

Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sun. 01-51 1
1

11 BIG DAYS!

Wed., Oct. 28 thru Sat., Nov0 .4 7

The • uantum`" LE
Electronic Sewing
Machine
Over 100 built-in stitches
provide unlimited stitch
capability • Built-in block
alphabet • 50 built-in
embroidery and design motifs
• Fast and easy electronic
pattern selection • Built-in
threader, thread trimmer and
automatic buttonholer
• Programmable for stringalong stitching • Convenient
sideways sewing for mending
and patching

Be Here Early
For Best Selection!

`cop

SEWING MACHINES

Quantities Limited!
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Classified

DEADLINES
are 2 days
Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition

Deadlines

in advance

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Nutike
010
Notice
020
Personals
025
Card of Thanks
030
In Memory
040
Lost & Found
050
EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
060
Situation Wanted
090
100 .. . Business Opportunity
Instruction
110
FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
190
Lii.estock & Supplies
370
390
400

130
140
150
155
160
165
174
180

Appliances

210
220

Musical

200

T.V. & Radio
260
& Sus li*s
iligusamPiosiel
410

Poultr) & Supplies

Produce
Feed & Seed

570
210

550

MERCHANDISE
For Sale Or Track
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Fire wood

540
560

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.
Monday 3 p.m.
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Thursday 3 p.m.

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

7534916

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

(Effective Jan 2, 1991)

Display Ads
40% Discount End Run. 00% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Dory Period I

111.75 per column inch war. for Tuesday.

SERVICES

REAL

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

Dlys
Insurance
120
Exterminating
230
Business Services
250
Heating And Cooling
290
530 ....................Services Offered

Motorcycles

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Campers

Boats 8z Motors

Guaranteed 5 years

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTCA • TRAILERS
"4.«ItTart`.:Prellent loc.4

ALLIANCE
to.i.c1OR

Monthly income
available'

TOILER MA/Sp MOVERS
•

100% reinsured,
100% investment

grade assets'
Substantial penalty

tor early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
753-4199

No Tricks
Your Treat

1/2 Price
Storewide

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads sandvisches.
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues
1-800-649-3804

Card of
fraint1iefraii(of
T. (BUDDY) MIMIltlaYS
Sickness, paen,sorrow and death mg come to as
on tank Thank you, Heavady Father for your
presence anif die love offamily astilfriends to help
III through these sorrows.
Worts cannot C.K0CIA1 our thanks to each ofyou
for the knulness shown - now at Buddy's death issl
also dor* the tune he was sick
Oursilicon appreciation also to the staffofthey.
91 CA/at/tiff Funeral Nome. to Bro. Henry Hargis
and die avers,'Vaunt Boftist Hospital. Lourdes
Hospital Dr. Harry Carioss, tug Murray Calloway
County Hospital Haspics Program, Dr. .9101lis
Clark and the wonderful mow and staff at the
Murray Calloway County Hospital Long Term
Care 'Una.
Sadly toadied our lives with low asset patience
he Loved and was loved by so many.
'Thank you
lean

I, Timothy H Beane am not
responsible for any debts
other than my own

Pinwale
ADOPTION Intelligent, devoted couple most anxious
to give love and a wonderful
future to your newborn All
legal medical and living
expenses paid Let us help
you 1-800-643-3845
MRS Theresa, Reeder di
Advisor A true born psychic Gifted from God Can
help you through all problems. 502-554-7904

METHODIST
WE METHODIST HOSPITAL Of McKENZIE

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST/
MEDICAL LABORATORY
TECHNICIAN
Part-time, full-time and weekend openings now
available. Must have a valid TN license. If
interested, pleaae contact:

Joyce Hamilton

Methodist Hospital of McKenzie
945 N. Highland Drive
McKenzie, TN 38201
901-352-5344

Ugly Duckling
Rent-A-Car
Lowest rates In
town
753-6910

‘licrfm a‘e
Repair - %II
BR ‘sns
Ward Elkins

753-1713

at

LOST! October 14th a
Murray Circus rnoonwalk
pair of gels shoes Stride
Rite black booties size 11
759-1515

BASYSITTER needed in
Hazel, Lynn Grove area for
2 children, hours
12 30pm-11 00pm
435-4393

Antiques &

Gifts

New shipmera of tamps are here
J. ifj-1,-Ii
plus Christmas lampshades.
.....
Christmas afghans ornaments.
iir Will Of
& Wreaths,

Christmas VON
Christmas watches with MinesImes pressed tin table lamps Watch or next months

tt't arapttittt

celebration of 'Christmas at the Caton"
(Gift C.ertificattaa Available)
121 South to Old Salem Rd.
Wad.-Sat 10 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sun. 2-5 p.m.

HEALTH ENVIRONMENTALIST
The Purcbjpe District Health Department has
an openirlffor a Health Environmentalist I.
Primary work location will be in Graves
County.
Starting Salary: S9.12/hr., or $684.00 biweekly, with 10% increase in first year of
employment. Generous fringe benefits and
holidays.
Minimum qualifications: Graduate of an
accredited college or university with a minor
equivalent (18 semester hours) in environmental health, biological or physical sciences. Must be willing to use personal vehicle
for daily travel, which is reimbursed. College
transcripts and completed applications required. Resumes cannot substitute for applications, which may be secured at any area
Health Center, or at 320 North 7th Street,
Mayfield, Kentucky. Applications must be
postmarked no later than November 2, 1992.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

8"

45.00 50.00
72.00 80.00

25.00 30.00

35.00

10.00

UM 33.00

40.00 48.00 66.00

64.00

3

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

60.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

4

16.00 30.00,46.00 110.00

75.00 90.00 106.00 120.00 136.00 150.00

6

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

11

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 _ 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

8.00

2

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25e per word 15.00 minimum let day
5c per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$1 75 exigg far shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Coals)
62.00 extra for blind box ads.
•

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

LEGAL Secretary Prior law
office experience preferred Knowledge of Word
Perfect a must Send resume and cover letter to
P.O Box 1040-P, Murray,
KY 42071

NEEDED LPN for 11p-7a

Kap
Wanted
JOB Announcement Number 92-86(5). Date•
9/29/92 Position. Park
Desk Clerk (Part-time), two
positions Location Kenlake State Resort Park,
Hardin, KY. Grade and Salary • Grade 5, Salary
$5 247 per hair Minimum
Requirements: High school
graduate Additional experience in front desk operation of an accommodations
facility will substitute for the
education on a year - toryear basis Apply by submitting a state application
(which can be obtained at
the local Department of
Employment Services or
any other state government
office) to. Kentucky Department of Personnel, Room
384, Capitol Annex, Frankfort, KY 40601, Attention.
Job Announcement No
92-86(5) Job announcement number should also
be placed in the upper nghthand corner of the application in the 'Special Announcement No blank.
Official documents verifying education must be submined with the current application (i e original college transcripts, original
high school diploma, or original GED certificate) Original documents will be
returned in a selfaddressed envelope is included Deadline for sootying You must qualify, test',
and be placed on the register by October 29,1992
Written test required Test
given Monday-Friday.
800a.m.-4:00p m. in Room
249, Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky, Filling this
position is subject to any
state government hiring restrictions. An Equal Opportunity Employer NVF/H.

55 OR older for office work.
20 hours per week, minimum wage, Must meet income guidelines Applications at West Kentucky Allied Services, 607 Poplar,
Murray
DO you need a JOB or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people tiehveen the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
800arn-3 00pm We are an
EOE This protect is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Pnvate Industry CouncilJTPA

DUE DATE: OCTOBER 31, 1992
10% PENALTY DATE: NOVEMBER 1, 1992
PAYMENTS BY MAIL MUST BE POSTMARKED
OCTOBER 31 IN ORDER TO AVOID THE 10% PENALTY. THE CITY CLERKS OFFICE WILL BE OPEN
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31ST.

shift. Competitive salary
with benefits including dental insurance. Apply in person, Monday-Friday,
9:00a-500p, Haws Memorial, 1004 Holiday Lane, Fulton, KY.

Hop
Wanted

Heti
Wanted

SALES Insurance ProfesLABORATORY SUPER- sional wanted. Join a leadVISOR, Murray State Uni- ing company with. 1. Estabversity. Position in Student
Health Services B S. degree in Medical Technology

Of appropnate saence required, certification as a

medical technologist by an
NEEDED Certified Nursing
acceptable agency; a miniAssistants, all shifts. excel- PARK RANGERS Game mum of two years of clinical
lent salary, competitive wardens, security, mainte- experience required,
benefits Apply in person, nance. etc No exp neces- supervisory experience
Monday -Friday. sary For information call preferred but not mandat9 00a-5 .00p, Haws Memor- 219-769-6649, ext 7159, ory. Must be able to perial, 1004 Holiday Lane, Ful- Sam-8pm. 7 days
form analysis and demonston KY
trate proficiency in a variety
of routine and specialized
laboratory procedures.
Must also demonstrate the
FREE VOCATIONAL TRAINING:
ability to operate different
SECRETARIAL
NURSE-AIDE
CLERICAL
types of sophisticated electronic equipment ResponEmployment Assistance also available.
sible for OSHA. CUA, and
You must be 55+ & meet income guidelines to
quality control programs,
quality.
and maintenance of laboratory supplies Full-time ten
SENIOR EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM
months, part-time in the
summer Salary commen753-0929
surate with qualifications
Firced by Job Tranvia Parvershp Act two* Wee KY PrIddi
and expenence. • corn&
Sent's
for
Eimer/men
Irdisiry Counci& in cooperation war Dap
prehertsrve employee ben%roam Arm Dinelopirieni Diem
efits Ow is provided. Applicants should submit resumes along with salary
requirements and names
and addresses of three reCOUPLE WANTED FOR GENERAL
ferences to: Roberta GarDUTIES
FARM/HOUSEKEEPER
field, Director, Student
Health Services, Murray
Long time Calloway County residents desire
State University, 1 Murray
to employ a mature, dependable couple for
St., Murray, KY
general farm laborer and housekeeper duties.
42071-3305 EOE/MFVH.

SHONEY'S INN. Now accepting applications for
guest service representative Please apply in
person

1992 CITY OF MURRAY
TAX NOTICE

JO CRASS
CITY CLERK

10"

9"

7"

16.00 10.00

l

Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans

5"- 6"

4'

6.00 10.00

1

Auto Services

Used Trucks

3"

2"

1"

40.00

FRANSPORTA 1 It IN

060

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
7.25%
INTEREST

ADJUSTMENTS
to check the firm insertion of their ads
Advertieers are
be responsible for
for any error. The MUITS7 Ledger & Times will reported immedionly one incorrect insertion.Any error should be
ately ea acirrections can kw mad..

The farm laborer duties include daily feeding
and overseeing of livestock operation, maintenance of pastures, fences and resident
grounds, as well as related farm duties. The
housekeeper duties include routine cleaning
of residence and assisting with yardwork. On
site living accommodations provided plus
salary.

Interested couples should apply, with references included, to: Farm Couple, P.O. Box
1207, Murray, Kentucky 42071.

ROUTE SALES
GOOD PAY!
GOOD FUTURE!
GOOD BENEFITS!
Schwan's Sales Enterpnses, a stable, profitable frozen food
company is looking tor mature, personable and aggreessrve
salespeople who want more out of Me dun a salary and are
wiling E work hard so achieve suxess
You can earn a high income per year You will be supplied with
everything you need to succeed, expenses to operate your
route and complete raining
'Advancement Potential 'Profit Sharing
*No Investment
'Incentives
•Insurance
You must be at least 21 years old and have a good &Imp,/
emi,Aoyment record Interested? For an appointment, call 1803-336- 7569

SHEET Metal Apprentices
needed for local heating
and air firm. Fill out application at 802 Chestnut

lished renewals for income
and leads 2 Complete expense paid training. 3. Merit
promotions 4 Guaranteed
income to start. 5. Comprehensive benefit package furnished. To qualify
you must have: 1. Expenonce and be licensed as an
accident and health agent.
2. A competitive and aggressive track record. 3.
Access to.reliable car Do
you want something more
now? For a confidential and
personal interview call
1 - 800 - 5 4 4 - 3 1 7 2
830a.m.-4:30p.m. Ask for

Ms. Law. E0E/MF.
BABYSITTER, New Concord Area, 2 pre-school
children, hours 1:00-530.

Prefer my home. 436-2455.
EASY Work! Excellent Pay!
Assemble products at
home. Call toll free
1-800-467-6226 ext. 8047
EXPERIENCED lube and
light repair technician Will
consider training the right
individual. Apply in person
to Purdom Motors Service
Department.
HEALTH Aids Vending
route. Big profits. Call
American Defender, 24 hrs
1-800-858-3933
HELP Wanted: Earn up to
$500 per week assembling
products at home No exInfo
perience.
1-504-646-1700 Dept
Ky-2021.

TIRED OF WORKING
JUST FOR SOMEONE ELSE?
CALL MIKE VASSALOTTI1
I'm looking for someone who wants to earn more
money.Someone who wants to help other people. ni
show you how to do both as•representative for The
Prudential,one of America's leading financial institutions. Capitalize on your strengths. Satisfy your
curiosity - call me.

Mike Vassalotti, Mgr.
3553 Park Plaza Road *2
Paducah, KY 42001
(1-800) 264-0950
Be a part of The Rock.®
An equal opportunity employer.

ThePrudenbal
01300 Inc. Prudential Insaresee Cimpany

Anerisa

"Quality Lawn & Landscape Services"
An Eckel Opponunny Errployst WF

LEAF CLEAN-UP
SERVICE

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
The Murray Public Works & Utilities has 5
vacancies within the City Depertments:

Our power blowers & vacuums do the job
right and get it done fast.

1. Plant Operations Supervisor
Water/Wastewater Division
Grade 17.
Salary Range 118,000-122,000
2. Water Plant Operator
Grade 12Salary Range 113,000-115,000
3. Meter Reader
Finance Division
Grade 10Salary Range 113,000-115,000
4. Maintanance/Laborer
Water/Wastewater Construction Division
Grad* 9Salary Range 312,000-115,000
5. Maintenance/Laborer
Street Division
Grade 9Salary Range 112,000-915,000
Employee Benefit package includes CERS
Retirement, Vacation and Health Insurance. Applications are available in the City
Clerk's Office, 207 South 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky, and will be accepted until 4
p.m.,Friday, November 13, 1992.The City of
Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer
operating under an Affirmative Action Plan.

Forget Those Rakes & Bags!

753-5726
TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/:,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health,
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability 3 Service We
represent 7 'A 1.4 Best A or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
boon serving West Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent

McConnell
Insurance Agency
HookinsviN• Fed. Savings Building

71h at Main
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free
1400-455-4199
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CLASSIFIEDS
20
'
10

Attica's
For Sale

Waal
9ity

fislp
Wanted

eS-

eX-

lent
aed
)mickility
enIan
ant
ag3.
Do
ore
and
call
'2 ,
for

onhod
i:30.
455.

Pay!
i at
free
047.
and
Will
right
WSW
MOB

Per Best

Nimes For UM

Sods
I Manors

2 BOAT motors, 2 trolling
CHARLIE Davidson All
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel, JUST Reduced! This large NEW bug shields for pick- motors 759-9580
types of roofing and reand
foreign
vans,
and
ups
l
HOUSE Inspectors. No
building
has
commercia
You
KY, is now renting
N Boat Owners pairs Torch down rubber
ATTENTIO
smoke
and
cleat
domestic,
Wain.
Will
been
necesswy.
exp
reworked, rewired
must be 62, handicapped,
Have you wintenzed your roofing 753-5812
Up to $800 wkly. Call
or disabled. New 1 and 2br and reroofed Vacant and tint. $19.50.1e. Pick-up bed
boat this year? We'll winter219-769-6649, ext. H-239,
CHIM Chlm Chimney
units 502-527-8574 for ready for your business mats, $34.50/ea. Key Auto
SONY 5 changer CD
ize it for you at your home
has 10% senior
Siam to 9prn, 7 days.
more information Equal 605 Maple St $48,500 Penalty" 1218.753-5500
player Nintendo set and
ce Sweeps
experien
years
10
MLS 04392 Contact Kopcitizen discounts We sell
Housing Opportunity.
games 759-4630 after
HURRICANE reconstruc436-5263
chimney caps and screens.
perud Realty, 753-1222
5PITI
tion and deen-up, many
NEW 2br duplex, carport,
Auto
435-4191
ra
wood
ASHLEY-Saha
510
needed, both skilled and
TIMOTHY horse hay
appliances, gas heat, deck KOPPERUD REALTY ofPees
fers a complete range of
unskilled, men and women. stove, glass front, catalytic 435-4201 atter 6pm
Sondem,
753-7457
$400/mo
CARPORTS for car and
High wages. For informa- converter blower, 1 year
Real Estate services with a 1983 AUDI 5000, good
Offered
Special sizes for
trucks
New
Tires
NEW 2br duplex, all ap- wide selection of quality body, bad motor, $600
tion call 615-779-5505 ext. old Call 436-2533 leave TIRES, Tires,
motor homes, boats, RV's
Tire,
cenroom,
Warehouse
utility
pliances,
used
message
arid
Wagon.
Celevrity
1984
H275
homes all prices
and etc. Excellent protectral gas heat/air, $425/mo 753-1222
400 Industrial Rd. Murray,
good body. &Pitiable, mo- A-1 TOWN/country yard tion, high quality, excellent
BOGARD trucking arid ex- 753-1111
tree
ndscaping
mowing,la
753-9302 leave message
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
tilt,
tor knocks, cold air,
cavating, inc. We haul bp
tnmming,tree removallight value. Roy Hill, 759-4664
3.5 cruise, brakes and steer
LOT
LAKE
X DOLL HOUSE X soil, gravel, MI dirt, white WATER heaters, electric,
2br
fenced
NEW
duplex,
hauling Free estimates CONSTRUCTION, custom
CAFE
ACRES-$7,900. Nicely
$375 753-2089
round, double heating ale
backyard, w/d hook-up and wooded iv/access to spar- ing,
)„(, rock, rip rap 759-1828.
Lamb, 436-2528
Tim
Exotic Dancers
),(,
framing, additions, solar
ments, five year guarantee
appliances, $385/mo kling Barkley Lake Abuts
A Hwy. 79 Ent Pea, Tenn. A
COMPLETE telephone on glass fined tank. Your
490
greenhouses, new homes
Stump
Service.
Al
TREE
492-8393
X Mon -Sit. 2-12 Midnight X system with eight phones 2
state lands Ideal homesite
Used
choice, 30,40, or 50 gallon,
removal and spraying Free Tripp Williams. 753-0563
X
7
3
ve
covenants
chairs,
901-642-429
decks, secretary,
X
NEW large 2br, utility room, yr/protecti
Can
$13999. Wallen Hardware,
estimates 753-0906 after COUNTERTOPS, custom
gas water heater/heat, low County rd frontage w/ubls
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX typewriters, all priced for Downtown, Paris.
5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495 Homes trailers, offices
CorR
quick sale 759-1880.
utilises, appliances, depo- Financing. Call now 1976 CHRYSLE
SOMEONE with skills in 8:30am-4:30pm.
sit, $390/mo Call after 800-858-1323. Woodland doba, 98,000 actual miles, A-1 TREE removal & tree Wulff's Recovery, Murray
white, all power, leather trimming Light hauling & 436-5560
carpentry, electrical,
Acres. 8:30a-8:30p.
Home
5pm, 753-8828
seats. Michelin tires, real odd jobs. Free estimates
plumbing and general COMPUTER Technology
FumieNrce
T.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
TAKING applications for MARINA/RESOR
sharp car, $1100 obo. 438-2102, ask for Luke
maintenance Send re- Plus offers: Computer
Ky.
private
Murray,
near
and Cooling Service. ComLocated
business,
courses;
good
mattress,
8
rent
size
section
subsidized
KING
40,
Box
9
759-9673
sumes to: Route
the
fully
Lake
on
and
Kentucky
CAD
including
trimming
plete installation and serTREE
instruction,
AA
3
1,
&
436-2497.
bed.
2
$60.
apartments
shape,
Benton, KY 42025.
programs 759-9158.
rooms. Apply Hilkiate Apts. operating resort features 7 1977 OLDSMOBILE yard mowing 436-2102 vice. Call Gary at
sale,
MOVING! Have for
WANTED: 100 people to
759-4754.
Hardin, Ky or call cottages, owner/caretaker Sports Edition, runs and ask for Paul.
with mi- nice sofa, matching lovehome, 32 slip boat dock looks good. 436-5263
lose weight now. 100% na- COOPER tires
EHO.
113
502-437-4
Lifeline seat, television, full size
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- DRYWALL, finishing,' reand 6.2 acres of prime
tural, no willpower re- leage warranty.
Charger 2.2, try, remodeling, porches, pairs, additions and blowDODGE
1982
Tiles. bedding, bed frame, and
60,000
Classic
lakefront. Contact Kopquired. 100% guaranteed
330
4-speed, must sell, roofing, concrete, drive ing ceilings. 753-4761
Monogram 50,000 miles chest. Call 759-9878 or
Realty, red,
perud
Call 502-554-8730.
CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
Rooms
$600. 759-9246.
Trendsetters 40,000 miles. 753-7726.
ways, painting, mainte- EXTERIOR/Interior paint22.
in mobile
502-753-12
ing
Specializ
For Rent
WANTED barmaids, wait- Warehouse Tire, 400. Innance,etc. Free estimates.
VII.
200
Mark
services
LINCOLN
1984
electric
home
ing. Workmanship guaranPROPERTY for sale, small
resses, dancers, $500 plus dustrial Road, Murray, ROUND butcher block
489-2303.
in
private
rent
for
ROOM
tires,
new
$325
amp
100
condition,
Good
$375
amp
teed. 1-527-7382
chairs.
and
table
kitchen
489-2161
Cafe,
or
large acreage
weekly. Doll House
753-1111.
home. 753-7115.
high mileage, $2900 obo. AL'S hauling, yard work,
435-4027.
Queen size waterbed
after 6pm
Paris, TN. 642-4297, 4-12.
FENCE sales at Sears
436-2755.
tree removal, mowing Free
FALL sale on Snapper 753-3862 after 4pm.
DINKINS Mobile Homes,
now. Call Sears 753-2310
RE/MAX Properties Ltd.
WANTED carpenters, pain- Lawn and Garden Tractors
759-1683
estimates
1984 OLDS Cutlass Siera
will celebrate their 46th
Inc
tree estimate for your
for
Dailey,
Paul
Perrin,
ladies.
Bob
deaning
ters and
Keith's Lawn and Tractor,
wagon, 3.0 V-6, new short ANY remodeling, building, needs
y, Nov. 6th, 7th,
anniversar
BelBird.
Sern
Jean
Haley,
Bob
Mayall Restoratio
THEW'S BARGAIN BIN
80 East Main St 759-9831
block, $2495. 1982 Lincoln
and 8th. Factory represen502-753-SOLD, Town Car, $3495. painting, roofing. Refer
vice, apply in person,
1109 Pogue Ave.
FOR bushhogging, leveling
1 bath, Air Center.
hand.
2br,
on
be
MAIN,
will
1004
tatives
ences. 759-1110.
1-800-369-5780.
800-4:00, Hwy 641N., FOR parts and service for
759-9940
dirt or gravel and seeding
753-9181, 753-8124 after
Don't miss this special carpeted, stove, refrigeraHardin
Clean Used Furniture, ApAPPLIANCE REPAIRS: yards, call 753-3413
most Kerosene Heaters.
59mevent! Dinkins Mobile tor, freezer, central h/a, w/d
pliances, and Misc Items
Factory trained by 3 major
See Keith's Lawn and Trac79E.,
$360/mo.
Hwy
no
pets.
hook-up,
Homes, Inc.,
Use Our Layaway Plan
1984 PONTIAC Fiero, manufacturers. Most parts GENERAL Repair plumbtor, 80 East Main St.
Paris, TN. 1-800-642-4891 $300 deposit. 759-1265.
roofing, tree work
Now Renting Nintendo
well
very
79xxx miles.
in stock, on my truck. Al ing,
759-9831.
Champion's #2 Single Lot
in
maintained since new, runs work and parts warranted. 436-2642.
shower
bath,
1
2BR,
Dealership in North
for sale, sev- great, $2500 obo. 1983
FULL sized slate pool table,
basement, new refrigera- DUPLEX lots
Ask for Andy at The Ap- GERALD WALTERS
America!
from on Diu- Pontiac Phoenix, clean,
BABYSITTING in my $400. Call 753-5474.
tor, new in the wall a/c eral to choose
pliance Works, 753-2465. Roofing, vinyl siding, paintRd. A11 city utilities $975 obo 753-8270 leave
home. Experience in public
LARGE selection of Used Large fenced back yard, guid
estimates 18
2 years
at
Antiques
Starting
.
available
CE SERVICE. ing. Free
APPLIAN
day care and private care GAS furnace about
message.
Homes. Dinkins Mobile children welcome Pets"
years experience Local reRandy
FutMarty
use,
Call
ea.
Westingho
Kenmore,
$11,800
References 753-3869 af- dd, 1500 See at
to MSU
ferences. 489-2267
Thornton Heating and Alt FANCY 'old walnut bed- Homes, Inc., Hwy 79E, Walking distance
ter 6pm.
deposit, rell, 753-7668 days, 1985 JEEP Cherokee Whirlpool. 30+ years exConditioning or call Dan room suit, $675. 753-2089. Paris, TN. 1-800-642-4891. $550/mo plus
e.
BOBBY
nights.
4-door, a/c, ps/pb, 4ivd, perienc
lease, references. Avail- 753-2394
K.B ASSOCIATES. GenSEWING jobs wanted, in- Shipley at 753-4751
489-2217 HOPPER, 436-5848.
able Nov 1. 753-1116.
WOODED building lots in good condition.
280
200
cluding formal wear
eral construction, remodel5pm.
after
clothes,
your
LET us make
Heights. City waMobilo
Sports
BACKHOE Service - ROY ing, garages, decks, patios,
753-1061.
2BR,2 bath, Hwy 80 west of Lynwood
alter and repair. Uniforms
ter, natural gas, cablevi- 1985 PONTIAC Grand Am, HILL. Septic system, drive- interior trim. 753-0834
Equipment
Morriss For Rent
deplus
$275/m
Aurora.
in
houses
WILrclean
and sportswear, rentals,
sion, 3 3/10 miles on 94 2-door coupe, excellent ways, hauling, foundations,
KITCHEN CABINET REHazel area. 492-8887
gowns and tuxedos. Ruth's ALMOST new Remington 2BR, 1 bath, $200/mo plus posit. 312-737-2818.
west from Murray City Lim- condition, 1601 Loch Lo- etc. 759-4664.
COVERY existing doors &
See and Sew, Country 870 Wingmaster, 12ga. deposit. Hwy 80 west of 2BR, 504 S. 6th St., gas its. 6% simple interest fi- mond, $2450. 753-3704.
WILL do house cleaning,
BOB'S Plumbing Repair frames with woodgrain forSquare, 1608 N. 121, Mur- shotgun, $325. Remington Aurora. 312-737-2818.
heat, stove, refrigerator, nancing available.
some laundry Call Angie at
ET Cava- Service. All work guaran- mica, all colors. Free esti.22 cal speedmaster rifle,
CHEVROL
1986
753-6981.
ray.
no
hook-up,
w/d
753-1566.
or
carpeted,
753-5841
3br,
Oaks - 2 or
753-6633.
mates. Wulff's Recovery
$175. Marlin 9mm rifle, SHADY
lier RS, white, blue interior, teed. 753-1134
electric or gas. Walking dis- pets. $350/mo. Out;deposit
organ,$400. Bed- $100. 489-2930.
Murray. 436-5560.
96,000 miles, runs good,
WILL stay with sick, elderly LOWRY
450
Lawn Service is
college. 753-5209. of $150. 753-8463.
to
BRYON'S
mirtance
w/dresser,
suite
room
good condition, $2500. taking orders for fall leaf
anytime. References.
Farms
hunt
metal
all
removed or
E
2
LEAVES
PORTABL
drawers,
of
ror and chest
38R house, 1604 Main St,
753-7976.
753-4590.
For Salo
ing stands for sale Can be
pick-up. 753-4591
mulched. Reasonable
mattresses, $150
285
central gas heat, a/c,
rates Call Professional
seen folded up for easy
FORD Thunderbird
437-4087
Mottle
$450/mo, on campus. 17
ann and pasture 1986
BULLDOZING, backhoe,
100
miles,
xxx
carrying 435-4307 after
69,
Lawn Care. 328-8876.
Coupe,
Turbo
For Rent
Lots
liaise
753-0606
753-6111 days,
se with
septic system. Call Horace
Business
NEW computer for sale, 5pm
charcoal gray. 753-6437.
nights.
after
nd
354-8161
CARPET CLEANLEE'S
Sholar,
286-20
asevera
style,
top
Village,
mini desk
Opportunity
MOBILE Home
40
ING. For all your carpet and
and two wells
OLDS 98 Regency 4Prnin1986
5'/. and 3,4 with
$75/mo.,
MHZ,
now.
available
in
Murfor
rent
HOUSES
210
BREAKTIME Billiards, lo- H.D. 5001 focus, 101 keyupholstery call 753-5827
Brougham, burgandy color,
cludes water. Coleman RE, ray. Large 4 bdrm with garand vinyl installacated in Dixieland Shop- board and mouse plus corestimates
Free
58,000 CARPET
condition,
excellent
753-9898.
age for $500/mo. and 3
Glen BobFirewood
ping Center, Murray, KY. vus monitor! Complete sysEmergency water removal
Bill Kop- bon and repairs.
Contact
miles.
bdrm for $350/mo. No pets
ber, 759-1247.
Serious inquiries only. tem,$650, with lots of prog- A FIREWOOD for sale
100
perud, 753-1222 days;
please. Call 762-4483 durLICENSED for electric and
759-9303, business hours, ramming Call 753-1655.
'Business
evenings.
437-4667
COLSON'S Home Repair. gas. 753-7203
ing day or 753-7210 at 2 STORY home on wooded 753-6620
open lpm daily or
Rintals
night
442-2900. LuAnn Edwards, NEW Theradyne wheel- FIREWOOD, $34 delivlot, 4br, 2 bath, custom oak 1989 CAMARO RS, V-6, Remodeling, carpentry, MOBILE home set-ups
ofshop,
clean-up
CAR
4
753-8025
call
436-5598.
greenhouse, win- sharp!$5200. 762-6188 af- painting and plumbing. Free estimates 759-2570,
chat,
ered.
cabinets,
owner.
3s0
436-2575 after 5pm.
fice, paved lot, air.
dow and unique floor plan, ter 5pm. 382-2272.
8arn-5pm
HIGH volume service sta- NINTENDO, 2 controllers,
For Reg
753-4509.
MLS #4399 Call
$83,500.
220
COMPUTER sales and ontion for lease. 753-0212. 5 games $125. 759-4462
Or Lean
Kopperud Realty for your
site service. Hawkins Re PLUMBING repairman with
COMMERCIAL Building,
Call
hatchLX
MUSTANG
1989
753-1222.
PARKER Ford Lincoln Mershowing.
&Nisbet
e
search, Route 1, Farming- same day service
24x24 on Hwy 80 in Hardin. CREEKVIEW Self-storag
140
back, white with red int., ton, KY. 1-800-382-3277. 436-5255
cury has new heavy duty oil
Center
es
on
warehous
for
house
437-4916
brick
bath
1
$225/mo.
3BR,
Want
barrels for sale $6 each FOR SALE: SPINETShoney's. sale by owner located in sunroof, cc, power lock and
To Buy
CONSOLE PIANO. FOR Rent-Business Retail Drive behind
mirrors, intermittent wipers.
Call 753-5273
759-4081.
o.
$20-$40/m
Murray. Good condition. If Excellent gas mileage.
Wanted, responsible party or Office Space in S. Side
RATS OR MICE? Buy EN- to make low monthly pay- Shopping Center. NORTHWOOD storage qualified could also be pur- Very clean. $6000. Must
FmHA.
ANTIQUES by the piece or FORCER Products GUAR- ments. See locally. Call. 753-4509 or 753-6612.
presently has units avail- chased under
see to appreciate.
collections. Call 753-9433 ANTEED! To kill rats and 1-800-327-3345.
able. 753-2905 for more $37,900. 753-0356.
502-436-2723.
for
space
PRIME office
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABIN ET
mice. Available at: Murray
after 5pm.
information.
Located
NIUM.
CONDOMI
repair,
and
tuning
PIANO
CUSTOM WOODWOR KING
PONTIAC Bonneville
1989
rent, downtown, Walnut
True Value Home and Auto
in retirement capital, Mur- LE, loaded, sharp, 1 owner
CASH paid for good, used Hardware, North Side 753-2099.
AU Types Of:
Plaza, 2000 sq ft., utilities
365
ray, KY. This maintenance 753-5135 after 6pm.
rifles, snotguns, and pis- Shopping Center, Murray,
or
753-8302
included.
Woodworking
Custom
PIANO tuning, expert serFor Sale
free, 1300 sq ft condo has
tols. Benson Sporting KY.
753-5870.
John
repair.
and
LT,
vice
Corsica
Or
and
Lease
baths
CHEVY
2
1991
bedrooms,
3
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
garage. Priced in 4-door, air, tilt, cruise,
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Murray.
SATTELITE for sale, Gottschalk 753-9600.
3BR, 2 bath condominium. spacious
310
Call 30,000 miles, mint condi$70's.
-Drop by & see our showroom
low
the
or 436-2305
753-1541
753-3293 after 6prn.
Want
COPIES of the book,'Cal409 SUNBURY AIUR RAY (Behind Bunny Broad,
502-753-1222, Kopperud tion, $8950. 753-2799.
Rent
"
To
Cemeteries
753-5040
loway County
SMALL dog house, good
240
Realty.
CAR Stereo Installation
370
by Judith Maupin, 1981. for Cocker or smaller, very
FARM house or house in
Boulein
house
Sunset
753-0113.
Livestock
FREE 2 story
sturdy and weather resis437-4628.
Illscelaneoue
country. 762-2539 days.
& Supplies
Hazel, KY. Must be torn vard Music, Murray's Altant After 5pm, 753-0516
down. Cab 901-247-3957 pine Car Audio Specialist,
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
120
HUDSON Company. Sad- leave message
Dixieland Center, 1 block
now offers U.S. and foreign
Apartments
supHorse
&
Bridles
dles,
from MSU dorms.
coins at Hobee's Coin and
nice
Rent
market,
the
For
plies. 753-4545, 759-1823, FRESH on
Service on all brands window air conditioners
Card Shop, 102 North 5th
yr/central
home
dryers
bath
2
3br,
washers
753-6763.
refrigerator's - freezers
Street, in Murray Our 1, 2, 3 or 43R furnished
gas heat and central air, lg.
microwaves - dishwashers gas & electric ranges
Try Our New BBQ Podc
coins, proof sets, paper apartments, nice, near uni/
detached garage wi
380
currency and coin supplies varsity. 753-6111 daytime,
& Chicken
Vans
workshop and fenced yard
Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Pets
are available at Decades 753-0606 nights
#4537. $51,000. ConMLS
K•Ivinator-Emarson-Brown
Tappan&VOW
the
&
at
and
Ago (in Hazel)
Realty, 1986 DODGE Customized
Kopperud
apts.
tact
2br
AND
1
Mercantile (in Aurora)
mini van, raised roof, 4
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed
Deposit re AKC Miniature Schnauze 753-1222
Stamps and stamp sup- $175-$275/mo.
captain's chairs and couch,
pups, 6 wks old, ready to
753-8848
pets.
no
quired,
2 Met
753-1270
plies we featured along
HOME for sale in quiet loaded 492-8208 after
753-5341
go, pick yours out now
with our coins and coin before 8pm.
street in older section of 4Pm
759-4476.
Pocks
supplies at the Book Rack 1 OR 2br apts near downtown near Murray kiddie
AKC registered Boxer School. Home totally rede(Dixieland Shopping Cen- town Murray 753-4109
puppy. 753-2519.
410
ter in Murray) We appraise
corated and ready for imOPEN 7 DAYS HWY. 94 E 753-8786
Used
estates and are active buy- 1 ROOM efficiency apart HAVE an obedient, safe mediate occupancy, cenment, very near MSU,
Trucks
ers of coins and stamps
tral gas heat, central
or
home
show
•
for
dog
Coleman
available now
Call 502-753-4161
Classes or private lessons electric cooling Property 1979 CHEVROLET SilverRE, 753-9898
garage
Serving Murray for over also indudes nice
ado, swb, fully loaded
apt. with 2 car garage Of- 753-6063 after 5pm.
2s0
2BR carpeting, drapes, ref., 12yrs. 436-2858
Business
fered at $75,000 Contact
dishwasher, w/d hook-up,
Services
Bill Kopperud, Kopperud 1980 DATSUN King Cab.
central h/a, $350/mo. De753-1222.
5-speed, air 1979 Ford 'A
pets.
Realty,
No
required_
posit
Public
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
PRIVATE Investigato
ton pick-up with 351 auto753-9240.
Sale
(1)eers epee sa &OM
LYNN Grove Area, 3br. 3 matic, air. Both sound
D.B.A. Confidential Investibath on 2 acres, gas heat, trucks 489-2022.
gations, Southside Shop- 2BR duplex, carport, outKnights of Columbus Hall
ping Center, Suite 8102, side storage, appl furnfireplace, walk in closets, 2
KY 94 0551 to Johnny Robertson Road
Murray, 753-2641.
car garage, 6 miles on 94 1984 DODGE Ram Charished, economical heat
West on the right, Jones- ger, 4wd, low miles,
south to Se Hale Road, right on So lade Road 1/4 mile
pump system, no pets, deFOR SALE BY OWNER
Sparkman Rd, 5th house 54,000 $5800. Call
270
posit required. $400/mo.
Nearly new home in town. master BR suite plus 2
Mobile
St
753-7947
S.
15th
cathedral
302
or
on the left 435-4250, 437-4919
heat,
753-3778
BR wnarge closeta, central gas
. n
Homes For Sale
753-5490.
Fri.
&
Sat
Thurs.,
ceilings, attradive decorations, oak cabinets,
1984 FORD V. Ion, 354
28R upstairs apartment,
Oct 29, 30 & 31
deck scram back. private fenced yard. fireplace
NICE 3br, 2 bath &carport engine,4-speed, good con12x70, 2br, 1 bath, must be deposit required, water
2211 sq. ft 753-1162 or 759-4116 alter 5:00.
a.m.-7
screened deck, above dition, $2195. 1975 Dodge
moved, $3800 753-5889
furnished 753-0087 after
No Early Sales
ground pool, storage build- 318 auto. pis, orb, air,
5 30pm
1985, 14x70, 3br, 14
Children's clothes boys
ings, nice clog kennel, on $1450 1975 Chevy,
703S
at
baths, good condition
3111R apt Located
large lot in stella area, 4-wheel drive. 350 auto.,
to
infant
14,
girls
21
lo
Carlos
753-4382 days 753-3590 4th Street See
489-2964 short bed. p/s, piti, air,
$46,500
12,
aduN
d
clothing
nights
Black, Jr at Black's DecorGeneral Repairs, Painting and Papering
753-9181,
$2195
evenings
WOG toys, alas, Tupating Center or call
5pm.
after
753-8124
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
14x60.
CLAYTON
e
1988
perware, Mc.
Home or Office Computers complet
bath. ap- 753-0839
single
2br.
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
XLT,
Explorer
FORD
1992
with FREE set-up 8E. 2 hours on-site
Auto
pliances Nice 437-4702 DELUXE 2br duptex, fire4-door. 4-speed, 4x4. Has
Roofing and Welding
.
Semites
place, g•rag•, selfafter 8pm
training. Select 386 or 486 systems
1 everything. 2xxx miles
deck,
large
oven,
deaning
753-6468
Robert J.
1 year parts and local on-site service.
BEST Home Center, Hwy $450/mo After 5pm, phone
JOHN'S Auto and Truck $19,000
d 30
nun.
45W , Main,TN. New 93,2 753-3742
Repair Sun rods, cruise 1992 WHITE Toyota picaReal
ford
Ruther
$1499 Christmas Special 1136SX-33 2 MB
plater
bdrm only 518 down, only
I controls installed Cars up, 145 miles,4x2 deluxe, 4
Eat,.•
3 drives, SVGA vi4eo, SVO A monitor & cater
121 20/mo Delivery and DUPLEX, 1909 B Westhand washed, waxed. Bur- cyl, automatic, air, short
Hawkins Research Rt.1 Famington KY
set-up included Call toll wood, 2br, lease, no pets, BOB Haley Real Estate pular alarms, rear window bed. $10,1100. 753-4813 or
installed . 7S3-3512
BEST QUALITY,SIAM& mid PRICE
frters
cIs
We, 1400-282-3781 for $300 plus deposit Sal.., Appresees, Property d•
474a
Mgt RE/MAX 753-SOLD
782-6343 or 1-527 7382
Vie best dela In the south
VISA
•

USED and antique furniture, glass, tools, quilts.
474-2262, 901-642-6290.

adab-

asig
Estes

SOLO Flex for sale,$550 or
best offer Call 753-8477
ask for Bob

BEST Home Center, Hwy
45 W., Mlan, TN New 93,
16x80, 3 bdrm, 2 bath, sitting on our yard, only
16,907, payments 17Wmo
Call toll free today for best
deals in the South
1-800-282-3781
BEST Home Center, Hwy
45 W, Mean, TN Call toil
free for best deals in tie
South, 1-800-282-3781
New 16 wide, 3 bdrm, 2
bath, sitting- on our yard
only 14,990 Payments
only 159/mo.
BEST Home Center, Hwy
45 W, Milan, TN 93 2
bdrm, start at 9999 Best in
the south 93 3 bdrm, start
at 11,999 Best in the south
93 3 bdrm, 16 wides, start
at 14,990 Best in the south
93 double wides, start at
1-7,990 Interest rates start
at 6.75% fixed, best in the
south If you need a home
and want the best price
Best payment Best service Best value. Call toll
free, 1-800-282-3781, call it
you want to save money.

• 1

APPLIANCE REPAIR

EAST Y GROCERY

1113

COKE & PEPSI

12

lific
$2.99

or

Steele-Allbritten, Inc,

6

Two Family
Yard Sale

RIR ROMS REPAIRS

Computers

I

(502) 753-0468

1-800-382-3277 xvc

,

J

iirtSsa
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CLASSIFIEDS
530
Services
Offered

Undoes
Wood

Steely
Mackhoe
Stuvica

PLUIABING - Free estimates. Affordable rate.
Same day service. Al work
guaranteed. 492-8616.

Saptk Tait

Saga

7534115S
GUTTERING By Sears
Seers residents' and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sews 753-2310
for free esamate.
HADAWAY Construction'
Home remodeling, paintwallpaper, carpentry.
floor covering. No iob too
sinal. 439-2062
HOME Improvement Specialist. Vinyl Wang, windOws. carports. and patio
enclostres. 753-0280

REFINISHING, stripping.
custom woodworking.
753-8056.
ROCKY COLSON Horns
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting. plumbing, concrete Free estimates Cal
474-2337.
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand,dirt, drivew ay rock 753-4545.
753-6763
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE.
Repair, replacement. new
installation, pumping, sewers. looting*, basements.
Backhoe-loader service.
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515.

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674.

WALT'S Mobi/e Home Repair. Soundproofing, rubber coating for roofs, perkSHEETROCK finishing, ing lot sealing, flat roofs
textured ceilings Larry repaired 502-436-2776
Chriarnan. 492-8742

Unless
Ofterid

Lout rat'

1 ;11(1 o,e

It Takes Two to Tango
North dealer.
Bast-Wait vulnerable.
NORTH
•K7

ignoring his partner's request that

he shift to another suit, continued
with a spade.
Todeclarer,this was manna from
SOUTHERLAND AND
heaven. He ruffed the spade,cashed
K J 76 5 3 2
LONG Constudicin. Nome
the ace of clubs, led a heart to
•Q6
repairs and matodsling.
dummy's king, returned the ten of
9
10
•
roofing. room additions,
clubs to his jack, drew East's last
EAST
WEST
as&
Fres
wodt.
foundation
2
trump, and so made the rest of the
5
9
10
A
*
or
big
too
*QJ863
main. No jobs
tricks. West's failure to lead a diaQ
V
too awl. Cal S&L Con- p109
mond at trick two, the obvious shift,
• A 10 93
auction. 753-3870 day or •KJ8542
declarer to score 1,090
night
permitted
3
8
Q
•
•
of losing 100.
instead
points
SOUTH
Slump
&
Tres
SUREWAY
s the impordemonstrate
deal
The
WI
*4
Fismovai. Insured with
tance of partnership cooperation in
Ins of equipment Free esA 84
defense. Perhaps West was constituartistes Day or night.
•7
753-5484.
tionally unable to bring himself to
•A K J 7 6 5 4 2
lead away from the king ofdiamonds
T C. Dinh Repair and Mein- The bidding:
at trick two, and decided instead to
West
South
amerce. Electrical - Clean- North East
make the'safe*lead ofanotherspade.
4*
3•
ing Sower. 1210/1212 Main 210
2*
as later events proved,the spade
Street 753-6111 office, Pass
But,
5e
•
5
Pass
753-0606 after 5pm.
continuation was not really safe.
Pass
6
Pass
Pass
Oddly enough, West's mistake
Dble
THE Gutter Co. Seamless Pass
was only a small part of a double
aluminum gutters, vanity Opening lead - queen of spades.
other
of colors. Licensed, inThis deal comes from a team of disaster for his team. At the
sured. Earns* avalabie four match.Atone table,South wound table his teammates, sitting Northto
759-4690.
up in six clubs doubled after North South, allowed their opponents
an
making
doubled,
spades
six
VCR
play
VCR REPAIR: Wood
had opined with a weak two heart bid.
points.
SONIC* Censer, cleaningWest led the queen of spades and overtrick, for a score of 1,860
servicing 915; most repairs declarer played low from dummy. After South led the king of clubs,
$35 New location. %tie 1, East followed suit with the deuce,in declarer ruffed in dummy, finessed
Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
easily took
effect asking his partner to stop play- the queen of spades, and
Mon -Fri.; 753-0630.
ing the suit.(Had East wanted an- the rest of the tricks.
The successful team thus gained
other spade lead, he would have
deal!
played a higher spade.) But West, 2,950 points on this one
Tomorrow:The percentage play.

Eccentric scientist digs tunnels in yard
By NITA LELYVELD
Aasechatad Preis Writer

WASHINGTON - Why did
Smithsonian entomologist Harrison Gray Dyar Jr. dig enormous
tunnels in his back yard?
Did he, as some say, construct
the elaborate underground network to conduct top-secret
experiments?
Did the roomy passageways complete with brick walls and
six-foot plaster ceilings - provide a secret passage to a second
family across town?
Or did the turn-of-the-century
scientist simply find digging in
the dirt relaxing, as he himself
explained?
Dyar died in 1929, after suffering a stroke at his desk. His
legend survives.
So do the tunnels themselves,
which fan, gut as far as 200 feet
behind his old Dupont Circle
home, though they're now sealed
with concrete. But they never
went anyplace anyway.
"I've been working for 19
years as the historian of the
Smithsonian, and Dyar seems to
me to be the quintessential
Smithsonian eccentric," said
Pamela M. Henson, who began
digging up facts about Dyar 10
years ago.
Dyar came to the old United
States National Museum in 1897,
and still worked there in 1924,
when a truck accidentally broke
through into one of his creations.
The newspapers had a field
day, with stories of World War I
intrigue.
The Washington Post ran a
banner headline: "Old Tunnel
Here Believed To Have Been
Used By Teuton War Spies and

Bootleggers!" It even invented a
tale of the secret underground
laboratory of a certain Dr. Quo
von Golph.
Dyar must have enjoyed the
hubbub. He didn't come forward
immediately to clear up the
mystery.
When he finally did tell his
story to the Washington Star, he
said his tunnel-digging habit
began around 1905, when he dug
a hollyhock bed for Zella, his
first wife.
Henson describes Dyar as an
"irascible curmudgeon,"
obsessed with moths and mosquitoes and rarely known to smile.
But his private life provoked
gossip. He had divorced his wife,
with whom he'd had two children, and married an outspoken
Washington intellectual, Wellesca
Pollock Allen.
The divorce was in 1916, the
second marriage in 1921.
It all seems straightforward on
the surface.
But then how does one explain
the popular tale of Dyar's secret
family, of his two wives and two
sets of children, who supposedly
met each other by chance one day
in school?
Henson got her first clue when
she started reading Dyar's papers
and found a reference to Wellesca in 1900. She showed it to Epstein, who remembered Dyar had
named a moth Wellesca, also
around 1900.
Then Epstein and Henson
checked up on Wellesca, who had
married a man named Wilfred P.
Allen in Richmond, Va., in 1906.
She had three children she said
were his, but apparently no one
ever met him. She said he lived
in Philadelphia.

WANTED
Murray area family looking for a service
oriented Realtor. This Realtor must be well
educated and must take time to listen to our
needs. The office hours should be convenient
for my family. We prefer a Realtor who finds
, answers to our questions and most of all who

communicates.

How far would you go to find
the perfect realtor?

THE FIRST NAME IN REAL ESTATE

Lynda Grey Houck, broker G.R.I.
Murray, Ky.

304A North 12th

(502)7594001

To report local news - 753-1916
•
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ENTIRE STOCK IS ON SALE NOTHING HELD BACK!
EVERY ITEM IS AT LEAST

AN EXTRA 25% OFF!
Below Are A Few Examples Of These Tremendous Savings.
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10 oz 100% Cotton
Brown Duck Shell

Brown
Duck Jacket
Lo-Back
Overalls

0

eel

Fall & Winter
Dresses

Novelty Sweaters

Take An Additional

30% Off

Our Low Selling Price -

Original Price - 26_99 To 6999

149.99

Our Low Selling Price 19.99 To 49.99

Lowest Price Of
the Season -

Take An Additional

25% Off
Original Price - 39.99 To 9599

Our Low Selling Price 29.99 To 69.99

An X-tra 30% OffNow - 13.99 To 34.99

X-Tra 25% Off
Now -22.49 To 52.49
"272" Denim
Bib Overalls
Toughest Made
Denim Bib Overalls

Hi-Back Overalls

/
GIII Leather
Bomber Jackets

Pullovers, cardigans and more in a
selection of novelty motifs,stripes,
jacquards & more.

Great assortment ofdresses in
career,casual & dressy styles.
1 & 2-piece styles, including suits.
Junior, Misses, Halfsizt and Petites.

Sale Dresses Now
An EXTRA 40% OFF!

Originally 199.99

Nationally Advertised

Fashion Jeans

17.99 To 27.99
Originally - 34.99 To 5299

Our Low Selling Price 25.99 To 39.99

Insulated Bibs-Navaho

Jacket

89.00
Finely tailored aviator style
Bomber Jackets in NAVY,
GREEN & BROWN.
S.ML.

Layaway Now
For The Best
Selection!

Save 30%!!!!
Denim Jeansfromfamous makers
in an assortment ofstyles &finishes
in Junior & Misses sizes.
Control Shopp

S.NOIHSY.1 03S1/113A0V AllYNOLLYN - 311VN

Center - Murray

.n.-Sat. 10-8, Sun.1-5

753-7991

snorivA - SNOIHSVA 0351/83AGY AllYN011YN - 311VN snom SNOIHSti
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Looking Back

Today in History
are 64
Today is Wednesday, Oct. 28, the 302nd day of 1992. There
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Khrushchev
Thirty years ago, on Oct. 28, 1962, Soviet leader Nikita
ng of
dismantli
the
ordered
had
he
that
informed the United States
ev
Khrustich
praised
Soviet missile bases in Cuba. President Kennedy
"
for his "statesmanlike decision.
On this date:
In 1636, Harvard College was founded in Massachusetts.
RevoluIn 1776, the Battle of White Plains was fought during the
tionary War.
In 1940, Italy invaded Greece during World War II.
Giuseppe
In 1958, the Roman Catholic patriarch of Venice, Angelo
Roncalli, was elected pope, taking the name John XXIII.
collective
In 1965, Pope Paul VI issued a decree absolving Jews of
Christ.
Jesus
of
n
crucifixio
the
guilt for
nominee
In 1980, President Caner and Republican presidential
debate
nute
90-mi
,
broadcast
nationally
a
in
off
Ronald Reagan faced
.
Cleveland
in
solid majoriTen years ago: Spain's Socialist Workers Party won a
country's
the
Gonzalez
Felipe
making
elections,
tary
ty in parliamen
won the
first socialist premier since Gen. Francisco Franco's fascists
civil war of the 1930s.
six
Five years ago: During a debate in Houston that included the
Bush
George
President
Vice
s,
Republican presidential contender
"land
argued that as President Reagan's "co-pilot," he knew how to
the plane in a storm."
peace
One year ago: Two days before the start of a Middle East
expectalower
to
sought
Bush
President
Spain,
Madrid,
in
e
conferenc
long way
tions fix a dramatic breakthrough, saying there was a "long,
onepainful
a
proposed
Yeltsin
N.
Boris
to go." Russian President
republic.
his
for
economy
market
a
to
year leap
Former
Today's Birthdays: Medical researcher Dr. Jonas Salk is 78.
is
Goodman
Dody
Actress
66.
is
Kuhn
Bowie
baseball commissioner
AlexanJane
Actress
56.
is
Daniels
Charlie
er
-songwrit
Musician
63.
Olympic figure
der is 53. Olympic gold medalist Bruce Jenner is 43.
Actress Julia
27.
is
Gertz
Jami
Actress
28.
is
skater Paul Wylie
25.
is
Roberts
all that
Thought for Today: "Life is easier to take than you'd think;
ble
indispensa
the
without
do
e,
impossibl
the
accept
to
is
is necessary
author
American
Norris,
and bear the intolerable." — Kathleen
(1880-1960).

Ten years ago

Calloway County High School
Speech Team got six first places
out of eight categories to win
first place sweepstakes at 15th
annual Nathan B. Stubblefield
Speech Tournament at Murray
High School.
Ben A. Brumley IV has been
promoted to Specialist Fourth
Class while serving with U.S.
Army at Ford Island, Hawaii. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben A.
Brumley III of Murray.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Wells, Oct.
10; a boy to the Rev. and Mrs.
Richard Yeatts, Oct. 18. A
"The Haunting of Hill House"
will be production to open
tonight by Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre at
Playhouse in the Park.

ciate professor of Industrial Education at Murray State University, discussed his work for his two
years in Ethiopia in 1968-70 at a
meeting of Murray Lions Club.
Jodie Graff, junior from Sikeston, Mo., was crowned as Murray
State University Homecoming
Football Queen at the game with
East Tennessee University. Murray won 17 to 6.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Robinson,
Oct. 17; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Byron Vaughn, Oct. 21; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Brittain,
Oct. 23.
Hal Riddle, actor from Los
Angeles, Calif., and son of Mr.
and Mrs. Forrest Riddle of this
area, spoke at a meeting of young
people at Calloway County Public Library.

Twenty years ago

Dr. Eugene Schanbacher, asso-

D. Maupin, son of Mrs. Luvean
Maupin, is stationed at Fort
Hood, Texas.
Charles David Richardson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. M.G. Richardson, has volunteered for the U.S.
Navy. He is now in boot training
at San Diego, Calif.
Calloway County Judge Robert
0. Miller and Civil Defense
Director James M. Lassiter were
in Frankfort Oct. 24 checking on
various forms which had to be
completed to qualify Calloway
County for full civil defense
program.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Colson and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Cogdell.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Roberts
were married for 47 years on Oct.
21.
Forty years ago

Thirty years ago

"Living so close to Kentucky

Airman Second Class Franklin

Dam, you sort of take it for
granted. A visit there Sunday
revealed that it is a tremendous
project," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams, publisher.
Larry Kerley discussed his
experiences as agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation at a
meeting of Alpha Department of
Murray Womnan's Club. He was
introduced by Mrs. Matt
Sparkman.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Owens and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Smith,
Oct. 15; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Palmer Arnett, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Harris and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Stone, Oct.
16.
Jimmy (Bones) Jones, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Clayborne Jones of
Murray. is a student at University
of Cincinnati, Ohio.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: My 21-year-old
daughter, "Chris," was a virgin
until she became involved with a
married man I'll call "John." Chris
is now pregnant and wants to keep
the baby, but in order to keep it she
will have to apply for public assistance. To qualify, she will have to
disclose his identity as the baby's
father, and she doesn't want to do
that.
I think she should, because as a
taxpayer, I resent having to pay for
this man's irresponsibility. Chris
will have a much more difficult life,
and John will not have to suffer any

consequences at all.
Chris says she wants no contact
with — or hassle from — John. She
says she knows he can't afford to
pay anything toward the baby's
support and, besides, she doesn't
want to hurt his wife and children
by exposing this mess. She just
wants to get this man out of her life
for good.
Abby, we have argued bitterly
about it and have agreed to leave
the decision up to you.
CHRIS'MOM

nate that John's wife and family
will be "hurt" if this mess is
revealed, but John should not
be let off the hook for any reason.
Your daughter's willingness
to protect this man's family is
noble, but I think she should
name John as her baby's father
and make him assume his share
of the respopsibilities.

DEAR MOM: It is unfortu-

DEAR ABBY: America is perhaps the richest country in the
world, but has one of the worst firedeath rates. Our problem isn't

Daily Comics
BLONDIE
WE SPEND ALL DAY J---\
GRIPING A.Doi.rr THE
GOOD AND SERVICE

I'LL BE CLOSED NEXT WEEK
BC
-CAUSE I'M GONG TO
THE LUNCH CO‘NTERMEN'S
CONVENTION

PAGE 58

I GUESS THEY REALLY
NEED A. WEEK LIKE THAT

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

10-28

or technology, but a complacent attitude about fire safety.
For example: Although smoke
detectors are in 82 percent of American homes, one-third of them don't
work because of weak or missing
batteries! This is tragic, because a
working smoke detector cuts the
risk of dying in a home fire nearly
in half by providing an early warning and critical extra seconds to
escape.
To prevent needless deaths and
injuries due to home fires, the International Association of Fire Chiefs,
fire departments nationwide and
Energizer batteries team up for the
annual campaign to urge Americans to adopt a life-saving habit:
Change smoke detector batteries
when clocks are changed back from
daylight-saving time each fall.
It's easy to remember: Change
Your Clock, Change Your Battery.
GARY L. NICHOLS,CHIEF,
FIRE DEPARTMENT,
SEDGWICK COUNTY,KAN.

resources

* * *

DEAR ABBY: Please settle an
argument for several of us here at
work: Did the 19 people who served
time because of their involvement
in the Watergate break-in lose their
right to vote?
LOUISE B., DANA POINT,CALIF.
CALVIN

DEAR LOUISE: They lost
their right to vote while they
were incarcerated in prison,
and for the duration of their
parole, if they were paroled.
But, according to the Justice
Department, once their sentences were completed, whether
or not their voting rights were
restored depended on the
nature of their crimes and the
laws of the state in which they
resided.

and HOBBES
DINT let)
WAR TIE BELL?
RECESS IS
OVER . ITS TIME
ID GO I.

rtdl NAT
DCNE

IT TAKES ME MORE WAIJ
ONE REC.Et)‘, 10 WEAR
FOSCIF KM A SIAT
Cr 5118M1SSION.
1

Dr. Clott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
CATHY
MN& ON, CATH4...
/IN SUPPORT
OROUP FOR WORKING MOTHERS
15 AT tzt30!

I KNOw. ONCE A WEEK WE
CALL EACH OTHER UP AND
ScREAm THAT WE'RE Too
81,194 TO GET TOGETHER.
01W FerWorks. InciDestribukel by Universal Press Syndicate

"Louis ... phonecaw."

Crosswords
ACROSS
1 Youngster
4 "— Fear"
8 Phi — Kappa
12 Ginger —
13 Rubber trees
14 Wine cups
15 Encountered
16 Trite
utterance
18 Lima and
pinto
20 For fear that
21 Maiden loved
by Zeus
22 Indian weight
23 Otherwise
27 Castor —
29 Concealed
30 Stigmatize
31 Proceed
32 Be ill
33 Legal matter
34 Three-toed
sloth
35 Short jackets
37 "— Hard"
38 Dwelling.

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
KNow o1fiTiE.12-nA BEAUTIFUL CLEAR,
‘
1r/
e:61
tir
N541
3P
0
14 97
1
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I'D LOVE-16, Honley, BUT
I HAVE_TO FINISH THIS
ECOK REVIE1A),ANDIREfZE
FIRE- Two LErreKS
13-0Sr HFIVE
"Tb

0
.. eralr
ifl
OF U8

WART WOULD yoU co IF
Yck) WERE SINGLE- AND
LoNELyfiND Fl
MAN /14/Cti CAW
FOK VEAY MUM
CALLED RIE3HT

Now FINDASIIED

youloGoFog
A WALK
LU11}1
HiM?

a!!
s1r r
GARFIELD

1

2

abbr.
39 Merit
40 Not a Dem.
41 Myself
42 Shoshonean
Indians
44 Soil
47 Kitchen
utensils
51 Man's name
52 Caudal
appendage
53 Journey
54 —
conditioner
55 Sweet
potatoes
56 Remain
57 "Salem's —"

Answer to Previous Puzzle
APSE
RAP
CARS
DIPS
ETA
ABEL
DEMAND CHORES
IRATE
STOVE
MEET
FAIEXT
ES EGO
TA
ABE
OR
ROD
PA
RAT
TOTAL
ERS
LACE
TAUT
MATES
SCALE
RELATE
POLITE
LINU
GNU
AMEN
SNAP
SERE GUN
10-28 C) 1992 United Feature Syndicate

DOWN
1 Leg of -2 Toward
shelter
3 Minor item
4 Saucers'
companions
5 Everyone

4

3

5

6 Tolled
7 Chemical
compound
8 Smashes
9 Large bird
10 Michael
Knight role
on "All My
8

7

6

9

10

11

Children"
11 Peer Gynt's
mother
17 Exists
19 Bond
nemesis
22 Part of RSVP
24 "— Law"
25 Cold weather
spoil
26 Prepare for
print

12
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13UUU
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16
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29
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The -- Gees
32 Yearly

30
24

25

26

publications

33 Rend
36 Alternative
word
34
37 Sahara
38 Antenna
40 Leases
iiiUU 41 Mother
43 AWN/ plant
41
44 Catch sight
of
45 111
45 The Kingston

UUUUU

UUU

molding

28 Jot
29 Towel

UUUU

32

31

PUMPKIN!

23

27 S-shaped

Insignia

UUU

22
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PEANUTS

UUU
UUUU
14

51
54

UI

57UI

46 Male deer
47 Pigpen
48 Chinese
Pagoda
49 Edge
50 Inlet

DEAR DR. GOTT: Please explain
what increased density on a mammo-i
gram is all about.
DEAR READER: When X-rayed,
all tissues give characteristic patterns on X-ray film. The pattern depends on the density of the tissue being examined. For example, bone is
extremely dense and will, therefore,
absorb more X-rays, leading to a
white image on the film. On the other
hand, fat is much less dense; more Xrays pass through it to expose the Nray film and cause a darker image.
The breast is composed of tissues of
varying densities: fat, glandular elements,cysts and,in some cases, calcifications. Thus, the X-ray pattern in a
mammogram reflects the structures
within the breast.
It's the radiologist's job to interpret
the shadows on the X-ray film and tell
the patient's physician whether the
images are normal or suspicious. In
general, breast cancer is more dense
than normal breast tissue — and may
contain tiny flecks of calcium that tip
off the radiologist to a potential
problem.
The fact that you had an "increased
density" on your mammogram is not
necessarily worrisome; it simply
means that you have some dense tissue in the breast that is probably normal — but should be followed up with
either a repeat mammogram in a few
months or a biopsy. Ask your doctor
about this. Perhaps a mammogram
that is focused on the area in question
will give a more defined picture and
spare you the need for biopsy.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Breast Cancer and Disorders." Other readers who would like a
copy should send $1.25 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
PO. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 441013369. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband had
his spleen removed about a year ago,
and his doctor said it was due to chewing tobacco. Now I'm worried that his
kidneys and liver will be affected.
What are the chances of this happening? My husband has attempted to
quit his habit but has been unsuccessful so far.
DEAR READER: I am not aware
that chewing tobacco can affect the

spleen, an abdominal organ that recycles worn-out red blood cells. Perhaps
you misunderstood the doctor The
most common reason to have spleen
surgery is an injury to the organ,
causing hemorrhage. Return to the
physician for clarification
Or) tett POCWSP4P1131 IETRICRPIMLY
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No further punishment
coming for Navy admirals
WASHINGTON (AP) — Acting Navy Secretary Sean O'Keefe
has decided that no further punishment should be given two top
Navy admirals who lost their jobs
for failing to aggreuively pursue
an investigation into the Tailhook

Don't let the goblins get you...at the

Proceeds go toward "A Family Christmas' project
and other Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Projects

sex abuse scandal, Navy sources
said Tuesday.
O'Keefe, in a letter to the Pentagon's inspector general. said
"no further action is warranted"
against Rear Adm. Duvall Wilhams, the former commander of
the Naval Investigative Service.
and Rear Adm. John Gordon. the
Navy's judge advocate general.
said the sources, who spoke on
condition of anonymity.
The decision allows both men
to retire in their current grades.
Williams is a one-star while Gordon is a two star admiral.
A third admiral who was also
criticized for failing to pursue the
matter, Rear Adm. George Davis.
the Navy's inspector general, was
ordered reassigned.
O'Keefe's letter is the formal
response to the report issued in
September by Pentagon Inspector
General Derek Vander Schaaf,
which faulted the Navy's internal
investigation into the assaults on
more than 26 women at a 1991
convention of aviators in Las
Vegas, said the sources.
Vander Schaaf criticized the
three admirals, as well as one
civilian, Navy Undersecretary
Dan Howard, for failing to
adequately investigate the actions
of the Navy and Marine Corps
officers, as well as more senior
officers, at the convention.
O'Keefe announced at a press
conference one day after receiving the report that he had
accepted Williams and Gordon's
resignations. Howard was the
only one who was allowed to
remain in his post.
Both Williams and Gordon
have protested the inspector general's findings, contending they
were unduly criticized in the
report.
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(For your pt'l ri.lticd daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
dare of birth, call I 900.9titi-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE an art project. Those trying to have
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A their work published will soon
cherished goal moves within reach receive a happy surprise. Nurture
when you open up and let others loved one who has special emotionknow where you stand. Be clear al needs.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
about what you want out of life. By
December, your home life should be can charm your way into a real barless topsy-turvy than in the recent gain today. Someone influential sees
past. Focus on making fresh finan- your true value. You will not need a
cial gains as 1993 gets under way. rabbit's foot or four-leaf clover to
Originality is the key to greater busi- attract good luck.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Emoness success and public recognition.
A romance you think temporary tions run high today. A ticklish situcould prove surprisingly durable. ation calls for a cool head. CooperaWedding bells could ring early next tion is the key to larger financial
rewards. Beware of the shifting
fall.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON sands of public opinion.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE: actor Richard Dreyto outdated ideas could
singer
Clinging
Jackson,
Kate
actress
fuss,
Randy Jackson, football player J.T. create problems at work or home;
leave room to grow. A new business
Smith.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): A venture is touch-and-go. Leave
good day for dealing with people nothing to chance.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
who prefer to stay out of the public
eye. Secrecy is essential. A financial 21): Splendid things are happening
plan can be carried a step further. where your social life is concerned.
Encourage open discussions and
Seek your loved ones' support.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): idea-sharing. Your career will stay
Life could throw you a curve today. on track if you do not waiver.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
The show must go on! Redouble
your efforts to make a name for 19): Helping family members, coyourself. Working long hours now workers, friends — this is your
strength today. A fun new pal could
will produce a rich harvest.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): be part of the picture. Suggest a speSomeone may be a good friend but cial outing.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
not very fair about financial matters.
Tolerate this person's miserly ways A wolf in lamb's clothing may show
if you value your relationship. Sepa- its true colors now. There is little
rate restaurant checks remain a good use in crying over spilt milk. Put a
disappointment behind you; get on
idea!
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): with bigger and better things!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Beware of making a mistake that
you could be stuck with for a long Try not to get upset or angry about a
time. Follow your instincts with a delay. Others have the right to do
newcomer. Enjoy a festive gathering things in their own time and not
when you want. Nurture your close
of friends and neighbors tonight.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You personal relationships.
could decide to do something with
TODAY'S CHILDREN will have lots of energy and great physical
endurance. They learn to set goals for themselves at an early age and work
hard to achieve success. There is little that can strike fear in these Scorpios'
brave hearts. They enjoy reading both science fiction and tales of espionage.
Their strong personal magnetism will win them many admirers. Foster their
interest in nature. A career in environmental science, oceanography or oil
exploration may hold special appeal.
and hin (To order a revised and updated copy of leant Dixon's hest-selling boot "Yesterday. Today
and handling
Cr How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan." said $il.95 plus SI postage
chcsks manic it
to Dixon. do Andrews and McMeel. P.O. Box 419150. Kansas Coy. Mo. 64141. Mac
Andrews and Mcbitiel.)
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THROUGHOUT THE HISTORY OF OUR
country the idea of owning a home has been the
foundation of the American Dream. Here at United
Commonwealth Bank. we're committed to making that
dream a reality for our neighbors here in Murray and
throughout Calloway County
In addition to making the approval process move as
quickly as passible. we offer some of the most competitive
rates available, with a variety of options from which to
ch(x)se:
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Where to find
lubricants with this
key ingredient.
To run a first-rate business smoothly,you can't
afford second-rate lubrication. That's why we
stock Shell lubricants. Shell Oil Company
backs us up with unsurpassed technical support,such as their Product Information Center
hot line. What you wind up with is premium
quality and proven performance.

Mortgage Loans • Variable
Annual Reviewt
3-year Reviewt
5-year Review0

Mortgage Loans • Fixed
Fixed, 15 years
Fixed, 30 years

6.50% APR
7.50% APR
8.25% APR
8.375% APR
8.75% APR

Rates are subject to change
daily, so to find out the current
rate for your specific situation,
call or stop by United
Commonwealth Bank today.
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Offer Expires Nov. 6, 1992

1300 Johnson Boulevard
Murray. KY 42071 •(502) 759-9443
Deposits Insured by the FDIC to $100.000

Kentucky Lake
Oil Co., Inc.

UNITED
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Shell

South 4th St.
753-1323
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